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War and Socrates in BG, see Friday Mag 
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De-icing 
Before leaving Lot 2 Thursday. Dale Busdieker. freshman art educa- I 
tion major, had to scrape the ice off of his windows because of the | 
BG News  Pat Mingarelli 
freezing rain that fell. Busdieker had to drive 30 miles on the icy roads 
to his home in north Toledo. 
Budget cuts 
force seven 
dept. layoffs 
by Angela Blandina and Julie 
Wallace and Barbara Weadock 
Seven temporary University 
employees were released Wed- 
nesday as the result of emer- 
gency measures attempting to 
Keep the operational budget of 
custodial services in the black. 
The employees, hired to fill 
vacancies created by leaves of 
absence, were notified Wednes- 
day by custodial supervisors of 
their immediate layoff. 
Michael Sawyer, assistant di- 
rector of plant operations and 
maintenance, said Thursday a 
mid-year evaluation of the oper- 
ational budget indicated the re- 
maining funds will not cover the 
department's expenses for the 
fiscal year. 
"We had our mid-year evalua- 
tion and we simply aren't going 
to make it," Sawyer said, ex- 
plaining that 80 percent of the 
budget which began July 1,1988, 
and is expected to last through 
June 31 of this year, is 
exhausted. 
Sources in Vice President of 
Operations Robert Martin's of- 
fice said the total operating 
budget allocated for custodial 
services in academic buildings 
and residence halls for fiscal 
year 1989 is $1.7 million. 
Martin was  unavailable for 
comment Thursday. 
Sawyer said the personnel 
released were employed to ser- 
vice the academic buildings — 
not residence halls. 
Due to the state of the budget, 
Sawyer said money to continue 
paying temporary employees is 
not immediately available — 
causing the abrupt layoffs. 
"It was short notice, but we 
had to do it. They were given ... 
not much notice," he said. "We 
found out on Wednesday morn- 
ing, I told the supervisors and 
the employees were let go that 
day." 
Sawyer said the general reac- 
tion of the custodial supervisors 
and staff to the layoffs was un- 
favorable. 
"They (supervisors I are not 
very happy and the custodians 
are not very happy because it 
means more work for them," he 
said, adding they may be re- 
hired if additional money be- 
comes available. 
Wages for temporary em- 
ployees and overtime pay are 
not included in the salary budget 
figures, Sawyer said. He ex- 
plained the money to cover these 
expenses is then drawn from the 
operating budget — creating the 
budget crunch. 
As   of   December,   he  said 
$20,000 of the operational budget 
See Budget, page 7. 
U.S. claims 
attack still 
a mystery 
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
State Department, responding 
to a news report linking Pales- 
tinian radicals to the bombing of 
a Pan Am jumbo jet, said 
Thursday the attack has not 
been solved yet. 
"We are confident we will 
eventually find out who is re- 
sponsible, but we should not ex- 
pect a quick solution," spokes- 
man Charles E. Redman said. 
Asked about a CBS News re- 
Eort implicating Syria and Li- 
ya, Redman said "the in- 
vestigators have not yet reached 
any conclusion about who is re- 
sponsible." 
A total of 270 people perished 
in the Dec. 21 crash, including 
259 persons on the 747 jet and 11 
persons in the Scottish village of 
Lockerbie, where the plane hit. 
The flight originated in Frank- 
furt, West Germany, and then 
went to London before taking off 
for New York. 
Secretary of State James A. 
Baker III said Wednesday night 
he could not confirm the CBS re- 
port. "I don't know that any re- 
sponsibility has been de- 
termined," Baker said at a 
White House reception. 
According to CBS, the attack 
on Flight 103 was in retaliation 
for the U.S. bombing of Libya in 
1986 and was also spurred by the 
U.S. decision in December to 
talk with the Palestine Lib- 
eration Organization. 
Gillmor against Congress pay raise 
by Angela Blandina 
assistant news editor 
Barring a congressional vote of disapproval by Feb. 8, 
the recently proposed 51 percent pay hike for U.S. Con- 
gress members will become law. 
The Senate Thursday voted to reject the raise, 95-5. 
However, without a two-thirds rejection vote from the 
House within the next week, the raise will be implemen- 
ted. 
According to an Associated Press article, House 
Speaker Jim Wright Tuesday promised to schedule a 
House vote if members demanded one in a confidential 
survey that he administered. He said members pri- 
vately have told him to let the raise become a law with- 
out a vote, the article stated. 
U.S. Congressman Paul Gillmor, R-Ohio, said given 
the chance, he will vote against the raise, which will in- 
crease the annual salary of Congress members from $89,500 to $135,000. 
Mark Isakowitz, Gillmor's press secretary, said the 
congressman received and completed Wright's anony- 
mous survey. 
"It looks as if the speaker anticipated that, anony- 
mously, members would decide not to have a vote," 
Isakowitz said. "We sent the survey back to the speaker 
informing him that there ought to be a vote." 
After partially releasing survey results, Wright said 
Thursday the House would allow the 51 percent raise to 
take effect next week but then vote to cut it back to 30 
percent, the AP article stated. 
Isakowitz said Gillmor is also against the 30 percent 
pay increase. He said the congressman disapproves of 
how the issue is being handled. 
"Symbolically, it sends out the wrong message for 
how the government is spending money," he said. 
The salary increase was proposed in December by the Quadrennial Commission on Executive, Judicial, and 
Legislative Salaries — a body recently established to 
compare salaries with the current cost of living. 
The commission recommends salary changes to the 
president, who has the option to reject, approve or 
amend them, Isakowitz said. 
Former President Reagan decided to approve the 
commission's recent recommendation, and with Presi- 
dent Bush's endorsement the proposed raise was in- 
cluded in the country's budget, Isakowitz said. 
He said Gillmor currently is co-sponsoring a bill 
which is tentatively titled the Congressional Pay Raise 
Reform Act. 
Public Works Director 
moves on to Evcinston 
by Beth Church 
assistant wire editor 
Although Bowling Green Public Works 
Director David Barber is moving 250 
miles away to a new job, neither his title 
nor his town will change much. 
Barber, who officially resigned Wed- 
nesday, recently accepted the position of 
public works director at another college 
town — Evanston, 111. 
"I've enjoyed the people of Bowling 
Green tremendously, especially the stu- 
dents — they keep everyone young," 
Barber said. "Evanston is the home of 
Northwestern University and I bet it will 
be the same as here." 
Although he declined to state the full 
reason for his resignation, Barber said in 
general, he believes "it's time to move 
on." 
According to Mayor Edwin Miller, the 
city of Evanston recruited Barber for 
their public works division. 
"As a member of professional organi- 
zations, he's attended national meetings 
and must have come to their notice," 
Miller said. "They came after him and 
made a fine offer. 
Although Miller said Barber will be 
missed in Bowling Green, the mayor said 
he can understand the reasoning behind 
the resignation. 
"Evanston has about 80,000 people 
D See Barber, page 4. 
McMaster Fellow visits 
Mead VP teaches self-focus doctrine 
by Barbara A. Weadock 
copy editor 
Gathering and sharing information 
on team management styles is the pri- 
mary objective of the University's first 
McMaster Senior Fellow. 
Richard Wright, vice president of 
technology at Mead Imaging, a division 
of the Mead Corp., will be at the Uni- 
versity for six months sharing methods 
of management he found integral to the 
teamwork aspect of his job. 
"Students struggle in the whole area 
of applying their education to the job 
market," Wright said. 
He said students are not taught how to 
work with others as a team, although 
they would like to see ways of develop- 
ing collaborative environments. 
A way to capture human relations 
skills is to enroll In a well-rounded 
course of study that emphasizes inter- 
personal communication and self- 
development skills, Wright said. 
"My view is that we haven't had seri- 
ous problems getting people with tech- 
nical skills," Wright said. "Our prob- 
lem is (students) are focused on tech- 
nology and not on themselves, interac- 
tion skills or the ability to work with col- 
leagues, peers and supervisors." 
:  See Wright, page 4. 
Friday News in Brief 
According to the Notional Weather 
Service at the Toledo 
Express Airport, today 
will be cool with a 
high of 25. A 70-per- 
cent chance ol snow 
Is predicted lor today, 
tonight and Saturday. 
Tonight's low will be 
15 and Saturday is 
expected to be cold 
with a high ot 20. 
Bloodmobile goal set 
at 1,200 University donors 
The largest blood drive in Wood County will be- 
gin at the University Monday. 
The Bloodmobile, which runs through Friday, 
will take donors from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. each day in 
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom, University Union. 
Lisa Sherrill, campus coordinator for the event, 
said 250 donors per day are necessary to meet 
patient needs in the area. She encouraged both 
students and faculty to contribute to the drive. 
The Bloodmobile has a goal of 1,200 donors for 
next week, she said. The last blood drive netted 985 
donors.       _^ Brian McPeek 
Oboist concert canceled 
The concert featuring Kimberly Bryden, the 
principal oboist with the Toledo Symphony, sched- 
uled for 8 p.m. today in the Bryan Recital Hall has 
been canceled, due to Bryden suffering from ten- 
donitis in the arms. 
The performance was to have been part of the 
Young Artist Concert Series. This was the second 
concert of the series to be canceled this year. 
Tina Bunce, manager of publicity and pub- 
lication for the College of Musical Arts, said the 
Jan. 20 concert featuring the mezzo-soprano Carla 
Wood was canceled when Wood was hospitalized 
due to an upper respiratory infection. 
"A full refund for the entire Young Concert Art- 
ist Series will be given to all the season subscribers 
due to two of the three concerts being canceled," 
Bunce said. 
A refund is also being given to ticket holders who 
only bought tickets for the Bryden concert. Both 
refunds will be sent through the mail to ticket hol- 
ders. 
—by Fred Wright 
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Paddling not 
effective form 
of punishment 
Spare the rod and save the child. 
Ever since the days of the one-room school- 
house there has been the image of the schoolmaster 
disciplining students with a hickory stick. Our soci- 
ety has graduated beyond the one-room school- 
house. Yet, why do we still sanction physical abuse 
in our schools? 
A bill before the Ohio Congress could change that. 
Rep. Judy Sheerer of Shaker Heights proposes 
making corporal punishment a misdemeanor for 
public and private school employees. 
The Ohio Education Association opposes the pas- 
sage of this bill on the grounds that paddling unruly 
children is a necessary means of maintaining order 
in the classroom. 
Yet paddling places children in a dangerous situ- 
ation in which they have no control. In the state of 
New York, teachers are permitted to employ cor- 
poral punishment as long as "deadly force" is not 
used. 
For a country which bans corporal punishment of 
hardened criminals, it is ironic that educators can 
paddle an average of two to three million students 
annually without any legal repercussions. 
If this bill is passed, alternative means for main- 
taining order and discipline in the classroom also 
must be implemented. 
Twelve states and several school districts have 
already abolished this archaic form of control, 
preferring to employ methods that go beyond the 
impulsive act of striking a child. 
Nationally, schools which have used in-school 
suspensions as a form of discipline reduced repeat 
suspensions by 25 percent. An in-school suspension 
separates children from their peers and places 
them in a special classroom where trained teach- 
er/counselors instruct them. 
Other education systems have found behavior 
contracts between the student and the teacher — 
where the student agrees not to continue the behav- 
ior as long as a suspension is not implemented — to 
be an effective means of control. 
Also, student discipline committees could rec- 
ommend appropriate punishments for their class- 
mates. Such peer pressure might prove to be a 
powerful deterrent against disruptive students. 
By training counselors to deal with students' per- 
sonal problems which may be creating the unruly 
acts, the result would be a more pro-active ap- 
proach to an age-old problem. 
Aggressive and violent behavior in our class- 
rooms cannot be combatted with more aggression. 
Instead, teachers must use their roles as educators 
in a more humane and imaginative manner. 
If we do not allow parents to physically endanger 
their children, then how can we sanction the same 
action in our classrooms? 
The passage of this bill will be a first step toward 
ending this legal child abuse. 
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CRAIG HERGERT - OUT OF WHACK 
Letters from the mailbox 
It's been awhile since I sorted through the 
mail I get from readers of my column. It's 
true that The News receives some letters 
about it, but not many. Most of the letters 
come straight to me, or as straight as can be 
expected from the U.S. Mail. 
So here's a look at Craig's Mailbag. 
Dear Craig, I iust read in 77ie Weirs that 
anyone who had heard or read anything 
about Ollie North's case was disqualified 
from being a juror which means to me that 
they are going to have one ignorant jury for 
that case. What are your thoughts on this 
matter? 
Just Wondering 
Dear Just, 
I think it means Ollie North will be tried by 
a jury of his peers. 
Dear Craig, 
I am a member of a group called Students 
Upset by Cheap Shots — or, as we are 
known, SUCS — and I just want to say I'm 
upset about what you just wrote in the pre- 
vious column inch. 
Upset 
Dear Upset, 
A reader who is upset about one of my col- 
umns? It couldn't happen. 
Dear Craig, 
I wonder wonder who, bejuboo, who wrote 
the book of love? 
Just wonder, but not the same "just won- 
dering" who wrote the letter leading to the 
cheap shot about Ollie North, which I, too, 
am upset about. 
Dear Just, 
I don't know anything about the book of 
love. I just have the video. 
Dear Craig, 
Just read Just's" letter. The first "Just" 
I mean, not the one who wrote about the book 
of love. Boy, am I steamed. Consider your- 
self warned! I was willing to go mano a 
mano with the toughest terrorists the world 
has to offer and I think I can handle one 
skinny liberal four-eyes punk- 
OUie North 
Dear Ollie, 
I'm glad you've managed to keep your 
cool about this. 
Dear Craig, 
This is your conscience speaking. Well, 
typing, actually. Geez, even your conscience 
is neurotic. Anyway, I'm your conscience, 
take my word for it. I want you to be honest. 
You're doing this "Craig's Mailbox" bit be- 
cause you didn't take the time to write a real 
column this week. Right? 
Craig's conscience 
Dear Craig's, 
All right, you got me. I was going to write 
about the OUie North trial, but then I decided 
that it would be best not to mention that topic 
at all. Wouldn't you agree? 
Just Wondering (but not the same "Just" 
as the first or the second one) 
Dear Just, 
Yes, I agree. You don't want to upset 
anyone. As your conscience, I advise you not 
to mention Ollie North at all. 
Craig's Conscience 
Dear Craig's, 
Now that's sound advice! Keep in touch. 
Craig Hergert 's conscience is part of that 
entity called Craig Hergert who is an in- 
structor in English from Slayton, Minn., and 
a columnist /or The News. 
LETTERS 
May's letter 
rebuttal wrong 
I believe Christopher May 
made a very bold assumption in 
his rebuttal to Ms. Cleveland's 
article about Proposition 42. No, 
the assumption was not about 
the education of athletes, but 
about the equal educational op- 
portunities Detween inner-city 
and suburban schools. 
Mr. May naively believes in- 
ner-city and suburban school 
students receive the same 
amount of education. He is ob- 
viously ignorant of the situation. 
Being a recent graduate of the 
Cleveland Public School system, 
BLOOM COUNTY 
also known as one of the more 
corrupt school systems in the 
state of Ohio, I believe I did not 
receive the quality of education 
such as that available to stu- 
dents within most suburban 
schools. 
My brother had the fortuitous 
experience of going to a subur- 
ban school. Upon returning to 
the Cleveland schools, he often 
found himself more knowl- 
edgeable of subject matters 
than his teachers. 
My experience here at the 
University has also shown me I 
did not receive an equal amount 
of educational opportunities as 
those students from suburban 
schools. 
Cedric Lewis Jr. 
160 Kohl Hall 
Article raises 
many questions 
Educated persons in the Bowl- 
ing Green community should 
have had a few questions re- 
Sarding the BG News article of 
an. 31 entitled "Abortion 
Rights Questioned." The over- 
sight occurred when the repor- 
ter (or perhaps the panel) failed 
to mention that the unviable fe- 
tal tissue in question is attached 
to a fully viable woman. This 
emphasis on fetal rights rather 
than   women's   rights   is   a 
eatriarchal fallacy perpetrated 
y those long brainwashed by a 
society   which   believes   a 
mAlONb 5TOM 
tEAUYf 
I'LL PTXm IT: 
ff^< 
Rat Life by Chris Mead 
woman's right to autonomous 
personhood is subservient to her 
ability to bear children. 
Moralists question a woman's 
capacity to choose whether to 
bear a child by claiming they 
have been misinformed by pro- 
choice activists, the women's 
rights movement and secular 
humanism. They, the moralists, 
should be questioned for not 
examining their own arguments 
which are based on oppressive 
misogynistic deceits which are 
erroneously accepted as truths 
by a culture taught to view the 
state and organized religion as 
unerring. Acting from a base of 
misinformation, their assump- 
tions are therefore invalid. 
For example, Barbara Gorant 
was quoted in the BG News as 
stating that "pregnancy may be 
the only positive thing to come 
out of rape." Why is it that phy- 
sical rape by a man is never 
equated with the psy- 
chic/emotional rape of involun- 
tary pregnancy? 
For centuries, a woman's re- 
productive capacity has been 
used as an excuse to deny her 
education, job opportunities, 
voting privileges, the holding of 
Eublic office, and many other 
asic human rights. Forced 
pregnancy is just another of a 
multitude of exploitative crimes 
perpetrated against women to 
ensure the proliferation and se- 
curity of the patriarchy. One 
woman noted that "if men could 
get pregnant, abortion would be 
a sacrament." 
Women who choose not to bear 
children either for economic, 
physical, emotional or spiritual 
reasons are not criminals. Abor- 
tion is not a crime, forced preg- 
nancy is. As a woman. I fully 
claim my human ana repro- 
ductive rights irregardless of 
secular laws, moralism and a 
sexist society driven to oppress 
women as a class. Our scream 
will not be silent. 
Valery L. Staskey 
Graduate Assistant 
College of Musical Arts 
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Fourth annual weekend WinterFest slated 
Sports, recreation teatured in Toledo 
by Shelley Banks and 
Shelly Kir Ian 
Sporting and recreational 
events will be combined to en- 
tice a variety of participants and 
spectators at WinterFest 1989 in 
Toledo this weekend. 
The fourth annual event, one 
of the largest winter festivals in 
the country, will feature a varie- 
ty of activities today through 
Sunday, Debbie Monagan, mar- 
keting director of Citifest, said. 
According to Monagan, organ- 
ization for WinterFest has been 
in progress since last spring. 
It is a very lengthy prep- 
aration, but it is worth it to give 
the community something to re- 
duce cabin fever," she said. 
Although some of the events 
will be held indoors, most will 
take place outdoors in downtown 
Toledo and the surrounding 
metroparks. 
"Many events have become 
popular favorites over the three- 
year history of the event and will 
again be a part of this unique 
celebration of winter," Cindy 
Millen, WinterFest sports 
chairman, said. 
She said most of the activities 
offer on-the-spot registration. 
Pre-registration is required, 
however, for tournament-style 
team events such as Softball, 
volleyball and broomball. 
The opening ceremonies begin 
at 5 p.m. today with a "Winter 
Rally by the River" at Promen- 
ade Park. The rally will feature 
live music and "winter hat" and 
"flake-off" contests. 
Monagan said the winner of 
the hat contest will be de- 
termined by the originality of 
their hat. 
"Whoever has the most biz- 
zare hat will win," she said. 
Additional activities, includ- 
ing a dog sled race, an ice sculp- 
ture competition and various 
sports contests, will continue 
throughout the weekend, she 
said. 
One of the highlights will be a 
hot air balloon contest, which 
will feature balloonists from 
across the country and Austra- 
lia, Millen said. The event starts 
at 8 a.m. Saturday at the 
Masonic Auditorium parking 
lot. 
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NHot air' to move across 
Northwest Ohio's skies 
by Shelly Kirian 
reporter 
Fifty-five hot air balloo- 
nists will compete at Toledo's 
WinterFest 1989 this weekend 
in the only winter maneu- 
verability contest In the 
United States. 
The competition, which will 
begin at 8 a jn. both Saturday 
and Sunday, will draw many 
of WinterFest's spectators, 
according to Diane Lupke, 
chairman of the event. 
"Up to 20,000 people are ez- 
' ad to crowd the streets," 
:e said. "It causes quite a 
5c jam." 
Lisa Metzger, special 
events manager of Citifest, 
said the popularity of the 
contest stems from its diffi- 
cult nature. 
"An increase in wind speed 
to IS miles per hour causes 
participants to carefully 
watch the weather," she said. 
"Strong winds could cause 
loss of control, which is quite 
dangerous in densely popu- 
lated Toled*" 
According to Lupke, the 
balloonists are given a 
weather safety briefing one- 
half hour prior to the contest 
to determine if conditions are 
favorable for the competition. 
The contest will feature 
contestants from eight states 
and Australia, as well as 
locally. 
Student 
proves 
talents 
by Scon Korpowski 
staff reporter 
Ohio's top student nurse has 
proven herself in the classroom, 
in the clinic, as a leader — and 
as a trumpet 
player. 
Gina    Pio- 
wright,   Uni- 
versity senior 
nursing 
major,   was 
recognized as 
Nurse   of  the 
Year    in 
November   at „ 
the   36th   an- "owt\aht 
nual Ohio Nursing Student Asso- 
ciation meeting. 
Criteria for recipients of the 
See Plowrigbt, page 4. 
0> SS* 176 E. Wooster St., Bowling Green 
For   Reservations,   Call353 0100 
MONDAY 
Prime Rib 
Buffet 
With Free Beverage 
5 00-8 00 PM 
7.95 
TUESDAY 
Prime Rib 
Buffet 
With Free Beverage 
5 00-8 00 P M 
7.95 
WEDNESDAY 
Family Night 
ALL THE RIBS & 
CHICKEN 
YOU CAN EAT 
Family Style Dmne* 
Chicken 5.50  Ribs 7.50 
THURSDAY 
New York 
Strip 
Dinner 
8.95 
FRIDAY 
Lobster 
Tail 
Dinner 
12.95 
SATURDAY 
Prime 
Rib 
Dinner 
8.95 
SUNDAY 
Sunday 
Brunch 
Coming Soon ■ 
Open 
Sundays 
11:00 'til 10:00 
BRAND NEW 
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE 
Columbia Court Apartments 
corner of Thurstin and Frazee. 
3 Bedroom, Furnished apartments with 2 baths 
$750 per month + gas and electric 
call 
GREENBRIAR, Inc. 
352-0717 224 E. Wooster 
TW 
ave a comment7eo^icern 
needs to be heard? 
'wants to know how you,the students, feel. JusNpick 
un/&n OUTREACH card from your Residential Advisor* 
lie off-campus student center. Fill it out and drop in the\ 
campus mail or drop into an OUTREACH box. 
§^1 
" The Voice of the Student Body " 
OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTOR 
TO GRADUATE EDUCATION AWARD 
The Graduate Siudeni Senate is pleased to announce the third 
year  of the Outstanding Contributor to Graduate Education Award. 
This award is presented annually by the GSS to a graduate faculty 
member who has been nominated by a graduate student for his or her 
commitment to graduate education at Bowling Green State 
University.   If in your BGSU graduate experience you have had the 
opportunity to work with a person who possesses meritorious 
qualities, this is your chance to lei your appreciation be known. 
Submit nominations for the Outstanding Contributor to 
Graduate Education Award to the Graduate Student Senate office 
(Ann: Honors and Awards Committee), 300 McFall. by 5:00 P.M., 
Friday, March 3, 1989. The award will be presented during the 
Charles E. Shanklin Award for Research Excellence closing 
competition, April 27, 1989. 
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Costume Contest:  Dare to wear 
your most original costume at the 
Mardi Gras  
Top Prize - A Trip to Daytona Beach 
When's Mardi Gras you say? 
Tonight:       8-9:00 pm The Dating Game 
9-10:00 pm Comedian Tony Domenico 
Both in the Falcon's Nest (1st floor Union) 
Tomorrow: Ahaaa! Mardi Gras 7 pm -midnight in the 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
Includes      The College of Musical Arts presents The 
"Dixieland Five" and "Unlimited Harmony" 
Also Video Horse Racing 
Turtle Derby 
Giant Maze 
Outdoor Cafe 
Mystics 
Casino Games 
Jugglers 
Fun Food 
And the Auction 
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO 
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Weekend of festivities 'on tap' 
by Jeff Baldorf 
fctaff reporter 
! While some people may go to New Orleans for Mardi Gras, stu- 
dents can enjoy the celebration here at the University this weekend. 
I The event, sponsored by University Activities Organization 
(UAO), will feature several events, including professional enter- 
tainers, casino games and costume contests, said Joe Driehaus, jun- 
ior special education major. 
• Driehaus, chairperson of the event, said the festivities began 
Thursday night in the Falcon's Nest where the Cake Walkin' Jazz 
Band performed Dixieland music for students from 8 p.m. until 11 
b.m. 
, The Falcon's Nest will also be the site of today's events which in- 
clude a dating game and the comic impersonations of Tony Domen- 
)co, Driehaus said. [ Students who have signed up to participate in the dating game will 
pe picked at random to participate in two rounds of play. 
; Students will make up their own questions and there will be one 
guy asking three girls questions in round one and then one girl ask- 
ing three guys questions in round two," Driehaus said. "The winners 
wul win a date for a free dinner for two at an area restaurant." 
I Following the game, Domenico will entertain students with his 
famous impersonations of Dr. Ruth and Pee Wee Herman, he said. 
Catch Friday magazine 
each week in the BG News 
Mardi Gras will conclude Saturday with a casino night in the Len- 
hart Grand Ballroom. 
Students may play casino games such as blackjack with play 
money. 
He said students can also bet play money on turtle and video horse 
races. 
A costume contest will take place later in the evening. Students 
will be judged by graduate students and executive UAO members, 
Driehaus said. 
"We're passing out 400 masks to students and judges will be look- 
ing for originality and the Mardi Gras colors of purple, yellow and 
green," he said. 
He said the winner of the costume contest will win a free UAO 
spring break trip to Daytona Beach, Florida. 
An auction will also be held and prizes donated by 25 local busi- 
nesses and 10 professional sport teams will be given away to the 
highest bidder, Driehaus said. 
He said he hopes strong advertising will increase the turnout for 
the event, which he said has been low in the past. 
"I think in the past, students were unaware about Mardi Gras. 
They should realize that they can have a good time for a few hours 
and the money they will be spending will go to charity," Driehaus 
said. 
Beth Adler, graduate student in college personnel, said there are 
eight on-campus organizations working on the event and turnout is 
important. 
The more people who come and have fun, the more people will 
benefit in the long run," Adler said. 
Adler, who is the co-advisor of volunteers and programs/charity 
board, said she hopes more than $300 will be raised from this event. 
Plowright  
D Continued from page 3. 
award include clinical and aca- 
demic achievements, participa- 
tion in extracurricular activities 
and leadership, Plowright said. 
The Bowling Green native was 
nominated by the Medical Col- 
lege of Ohio, which she attends 
as part of the University's coop- 
erative nursing major with the 
University of Toledo. She was judged against one nominee 
From every Ohio nursing col- 
lege, she said. 
In her four years as a nursing 
student, Plowright has done 
clinical study in medi- 
cal/surgical practice, geronto- 
logy and mental health. She said 
she received MCO's outstanding 
achievement award last year for 
her studies in gerontology. 
Plowright said she knew nurs- 
ing was her calling while caring 
for her mother — who died of 
cancer last year. Her parent's 
health problems resulted in her 
being around hospitals all her 
life, she said. 
"That made me realize nurs- 
ing was right for me," Plowright 
said. "You can handle taking 
care of people you don't know, 
but it really hits harder closer to 
home." 
On campus, Plowright serves 
as secretary of two leadership 
honoraries, Mortar Board and 
Omicron Delta Kappa. She is 
also a member of the Honors 
Student Association. 
Outside classes, Plowright has 
played trumpet with the Uni- 
versity's Athletic Pep Band for 
four years. She said she enjoys 
playing at the hockey and bas- 
ketbalTgames. 
"It's a release playing in the 
band," she said. "I've made a 
lot of good friends there, and I 
also volunteer playing trumpet 
at local churches. Her dedica- 
tion to nursing earned her the 
Ruth L. Kelly Nursing Schol- 
arship, the Frazier Reams Fel- 
lowship and the American Busi- 
nesswomen's Association Schol- 
arship. 
Winning the 1988 Frazier 
Reams Scholarship was the "ul- 
timate" achievement for her 
because a nursing student was 
the recipient, she said. 
"The scholarship is for people 
studying public affairs, like po- 
litical science majors," she 
said. 
THE WASH HOUSE 
24 HR. COIN-OP LAUNDROMAT 
250 N. Main - 1 block No. of Howard's 
VISIT OUR DAIRY DEPOT & TANNING CENTER 
Wright  
D Continued from page 1. 
Ideally, self-development edu- 
cation   should   begin   in   high 
school or at least on the college 
level, he said. 
A more liberal arts oriented 
education allows students to un- 
derstand human nature and 
what makes teamwork success- 
ful, he said. 
"This type of education is 
helpful in letting students create 
a sense of reality about the 
world," Wright said. 
Teamwork skills can also be 
emphasized by stressing written 
and oral communications in col- 
leges, he said. 
"I think we ought to facilitate 
writing and thinking skills by 
making all tests essay,"he said. 
Wright will share his ideas for 
team management by talking to 
classes and student groups, plus 
filming segments for WBGU-TV 
programs "Ohio Business Out- 
look" and "University Forum," 
he said. 
Wright said he gathered his 
team management information 
during the last eight years by 
leading a development team at 
Mead Imaging. 
CHARLES E. SHANKLIN AWARD 
for 
RESEARCH EXCELLENCE 
Any graduate student currently registered at BGSU 
and who is in good standing with the established 
requirements of the Graduate College is eligible to 
compete for the SHANKLIN AWARD.   Any form of 
original research conducted at least in part while a 
graduate student at BGSU is eligible for 
consideration.  The deadline for submission is 5:00 
P.M. Friday, March 3, 1989. 
Final selections will be published in the Competition 
proceedings in addition to receiving a cash award. 
Printed guidelines are available from your graduate 
student senator, or for more information contact the 
Graduate Student Senate office, 300 McFall Center, 
372-2622 
Barber 
!: Continued from page 1. 
compared to our 20,000 — his de- 
cision   makes   sense   from   a 
professional standpoint," Miller 
said. 
Barber said he is scheduled to 
begin his new job March 6. 
"It's kind of ironic, because 
March 10 would have made 9 
years for me in BG — it seems 
like only yesterday I started," 
he said. 
Barber said he was pleased he 
was able to begin preliminary 
work on the University's com- 
mercial research park and a 
Ramada inn Southwyck 
MINOLTA   Saturday Feb. 4th 1989 
MAXXUM   1(? aT,2 ^AT Crunni (Lunch Included) 
OOnUUL      Registration Fee $20 
Learn more about 
Basic 35mm photography • Camera Settings 
MAXXUM • Composition • Flash • Accessories 
and much more featuring the Cokin Creative Filter System 
Tickets available at any 
■ BLUE RIBBON PHOTO L 
Film Developing Cameras • Videos 157 N   Main St. 
30°/o ft. 
sSSen» 
* 
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fWBB 
LOOK FOR THE GREEN, YELLOW AND RED TAGS 
AND TAKE AN ADDITIONAL 
30%, 407o OR 50% OFF 
THE ALREADY REDUCED PRICES! 
Mro ALSO 
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«W SIZES 
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ELIGIBLE 
plan to realign Thurstin Avenue 
with North College Drive and 
clean up the west end of campus. 
Other major city projects 
Barber worked on include the 
installation of a new sewer 
system to prevent basement 
flooding and the construction of 
a new waste water treatment 
plant. 
A licensed professional engi- 
neer, Barber earned both a 
bachelor's and a master's de- 
gree at Ohio University. He as- 
sumed his Bowling Green posi- 
tion in 1980 after working seven 
years at Finkbiner, Pettis and 
Strout, a design consulting firm 
in Toledo. 
According to Miller, a re- 
placement for the position has 
not been found yet. 
"We plan to appoint an acting 
director to serve while a search 
committee makes a decision," 
he said, estimating a new direc- 
tor would be appointed in about 
three months. 
Applicants for the position 
must have administrative capa- 
bilities and an understanding of 
city infrastructures, the mayor 
said. 
"The new director must be 
able to evaluate buildings, 
streets, and other public ser- 
vices and their upkeep," Miller 
said. 
w 
Nonh-3S4<1401 
109} N M<in SI 
Soulh-3Sl-19/2 
Ml S Uiin Si. 
iiTiir 
NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED w/valid drivers license 
NOW SHOWING 
Muiti it \itn\ unKKnoi MI mmv 
DARKEY'S ACCEPTS COMPETITORS- 
COUPONS 
BARNEY'S RENTS NINTENDO PLAYERS AND GAMES 
THE S.O.L.D. 
(Student Organization 
Leadership Development) 
ORGANIZATION 
would like to 
congratulate the following 
students for their outstanding 
leadership contributions. 
Ricardo Frazer Carla Mathes 
Dave Mahovsky Jeffrey Mullins 
Norma Williams 
CONGRATULATIONS 
Your efforts were 
appreciated. 
Were S.O.L.D. on 
Leadership 
MM«W1    F«bmory 3,19S9    S 
Take It 
¥ °r A-ieave It 
Students, Faculty and Staff: Take advantage of low educational pricing. Zenith Data Systems offers 
a discount of up to 50% off retail! 
Check out Zenith Data Systems' battery powered 80C88 portable. Standard with a 20Mb hard drive and 
one 3.5" floppy. MS-DOS and internal 1200 baud modem included. The ZWL-184-HR power starts at 
$1,799. For more information contact: 
Zenith Data Systems 
4000 Town Center, Suite 530 
Southfield, Michigan 48075 
(313) 352-1010 
Special pricing offer good only on purchase* through Zenith 
Conlact(s) listed above by student*, faculty and staff for their own 
nse. No other discounts apply. I imli one personal computer and 
one monitor per Individual In any 12-month period. Prices subject 
to change without notice 
• 1988, Data Systems 
TgMiTM I data | systems 
THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON* 
,1 
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INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL 
Bush touts U.S.-Japan friendship      Congress begins arms sale talks 
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush promised continued good 
U.S.-Japanese relations on Thursday, telling Prime Minister NoBoru 
Takeshi la any disputes between the nations are "the differences of 
friends." 
Takeshita was equally upbeat. Standing alongside Bush in a color- 
ful departure ceremony on the South Lawn of the White House, 
Takeshita said their session "marked a new start for U.S.-Japan co- 
operation." 
Both leaders pledged closer economic and political cooperation — 
Bush vowing to work to drive down the U.S. budget deficit and Take- 
shita promising that Japan would accept more imports. 
They also reaffirmed a plan to assist the Philippine government 
of Corazon Aquino and said they would continue to consult closely on 
policies toward the Soviet Union, the Middle East and Latin Amer- 
ica. 
"Continuity will ... be the mark of relations between the United 
States and Japan. On occasion, we may have differences. But these 
are the differences of friends," Bush said. "Simply put, we respect 
one another. We need one another." 
"We're glad you came our way, sir," Bush said. 
Takeshita, borrowing a phrase from Bush's Jan. 20 inaugural ad- 
dress, told his host: "In your words, the new breeze is blowing, Mr. 
President." 
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Bush administration has opened 
arms sale talks with Congress that potentially include shipping 35 
\ brains tanks, considered the world s best, to Saudi Arabia and 40 
sophisticated FA-18 jet fighters to the United Arab Emirates, con- 
gressional and other sources said Thursday. 
Other Arab states would be inline for U.S. armaments under the 
proposal, made in the next to the last day of the Reagan administra- 
tion and now the focus of discussions between the Bush White House 
and Congress. 
Also proposed: 200 Abrams tanks, seven multiple-launched battle- 
field rocket systems and 1,500 Tow anti-tank missiles for Kuwait; 40 
Maverick air-to-ground missiles with an infra-red guidance system 
and electronic warfare gear for Bahrain; 24 F-16 jet fighters, 100 
Mavericks and 100 Sidewinder air-to-air missiles for Morocco, and 
seven of the battlefield rocket systems for Saudi Arabia. 
If Bush follows through, the proposed Arab sales would seem sure 
to touch off a battle with congressional supporters of Israel, which is 
concerned that sophisticated weapons in Arab hands could be turned 
against Israel in a Mideast conflict. 
The list is classified; a copy was obtained by The Associated 
Press. 
STATE / LOCAL 
Takeover instills job concerns 
TOLEDO (AP) — When Dana Corp. announced it would buy 
Champion Spark Plug Co. for $590 million in cash and stock, there 
was a sigh of relief from some Champion workers that the company 
was being sold to another Toledo-based business. 
But some workers are now wondering whether their jobs would be 
safe under Dana control. 
"I used to work for Dana years ago," said John Arnold, who works 
at Champion's Upton Avenue plant. "It seemed that we always had 
trouble with them at contract time. Finally, they just started laying 
off people. To say I'm a little worried about Dana coming in is an 
understatement." 
Dana, an automotive giant with $4.9 billion in sales last year, used 
to employ 3,000 hourly workers at its Toledo plant. Now the plant has 
about 340 workers. Most of the jobs have been automated or trans- 
ferred to other factories. 
David Kubicki, a United Auto Workers international representa- 
tive, said it's still too early to judge the deal. 
"We'll know more about it later," said Kubicki, a former UAW 
unit chairman at Dana's Toledo plant. "But we do feel good that it's 
a Toledo company buying Champion. They know the area and the 
people." 
William Prebe, an automotive industry analyst and former Dana 
vice president, said Dana probably will keep the Champion plant in 
Toledo — if it stays productive. 
Plant's output deforms animals 
CINCINNATI (AP) — Genetic deformities have shown up in tissue 
samples of small animals living around six waste pits and an incin- 
erator at the federal government's Fernald uranium processing 
plant, according to studies. 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, which is monitoring 
plans for a 20-year cleanup of the U.S. Department of Energy plant, 
says it wants more biological and water tests conducted at the 
plant's 1,050-acre site. 
EPA officials say the tests are needed to determine whether con- 
taminated water or soil might be causing the mutations and creating 
a potential health risk for plant neighbors and employees. 
"We don't know how this affects humans," said Catherine 
McCord, the EPA's site manager for cleanup of the Energy De- 
partment's Feed Materials Production Center. "They found changes 
in normal gene patterns (in animals), things that affect their lives, 
such as problems with reproduction. 
"It raises concerns on our part. And it is indicating that further in- 
vestigation is needed." 
Miami University zoology professors Sheldon Guttmanand David 
Osborne conducted the initial tests for Westinghouse Materials Co. 
of Ohio, which operates the plant. The 38-year-old plant, 18 miles 
northwest of Cincinnati, processes uranium for the government's 
production elsewhere of nuclear weapons. 
PEOPLE 
Singer 'haunted' by fall memories 
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Country music star Hank Williams, 
Jr. says he is still haunted by memories of a 500-foot fall down a Mon- 
tana mountain while he was hiking in 1975. 
Williams, son of a country music pioneer, said he thinks about the 
near-fatal accident when he sees television shows about mountains. 
"I've had dreams about it," he said Tuesday in an interview. "I 
should have died. The doctor said he had worked on plenty of boys in 
Vietnam and to be frank, they looked good compared to me. He said 
I had been left here (spared death) for something. I think about that 
all the time." 
Williams, 39, spent a year recovering from the head injuries. He 
wears a beard and sunglasses to hide the scars. 
He has been voted entertainer of the year for the past two years by 
the Country Music Association. His hit records include "If the South 
Woulda Won," "Born to Boogie" and "All My Rowdy Friends Are 
Coming Over Tonight.'' 
Dukakis assumes 'grandpa' title 
BOSTON (AP) — Alexandra Jane Dukakis, the first grandchild of 
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, was born Wednesday, more than a week 
overdue. 
The baby was delivered after a difficult pregnancy that forced her 
mother, Lisa Dukakis, 33, to remain in bed for months and abandon 
the presidential campaign that occupied the rest of the family for 
most of 1988. 
The new father, John Dukakis, 30, the son of Mrs. Dukakis' first 
marriage, managed the Southern primaries for the Dukakis cam- 
paign. Although the younger Dukakis was never adopted by the gov- 
ernor, he has used his stepfather's name. 
A buoyant Gov. Dukakis was telling visitors about the long- 
awaited birth and accepting congratulations at his Statehouse office 
Wednesday morning. Tne governor said he planned to scrap his offi- 
cial schedule in the afternoon so he and his wife could visit the new 
grandchild. 
"Mother and child are healthy and happy and resting comforta- 
bly," said a Dukakis spokesman, James Dorsey. 
O.J. charged with personal foul 
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Former football star O.J. Simpson is try- 
ing to play down charges of wife beating filed against him this week 
over a New Year's Day incident in which he allegedly hit, kicked and 
threatened his wife. 
Simpson, 41, a sports commentator and spokesman for Hertz 
Rent-A-Car, struck his 29-year-old wife, Nicole, pulled her hair, and 
yelled "I'll kill you," in the incident at the couple's home, according 
to police records. 
The city attorney's office filed charges Monday. Simpson is to be 
arraigned Feb. 17. 
"My wife and I had a fight. That's it," he said Wednesday. "We 
put it behind us." 
Cathy Randa, a spokeswoman for Simpson, said neither he nor his 
wife wanted charges filed. 
Simpson told authorities he and his wife had been drinking when a 
"wrestling-type altercation" began, the records said. 
Seniors, 
You're Out! 
of the 1989 senior section 
if you miss this last portrait shoot. 
Last day for 
senior pictures 
walk-ins accepted 10-noon and 1-4 p.m. 
Call The KEY at 372-8086 now to schedule 
your appointment today! 
This is the last session and your last chance 
Be a hit and immortalize yourself! 
MARDI GRAS      MARDI GRAS      MARDI GRAS      MARDI  GRAS      MARDI GRAS 
Wish it was Halloween? 
Well if you're itching to dress up in a costume, 
you could win a free  l^r^3)    trip 
to DAYTONA 
Costume Contest 
at 
m&'s MFIRDI GRFIS 
l  Saturday Feb 4 in the Ballroom Judging at 11p.m. 
MARDI GRAS     MARDI GRAS     MARDI GRAS     MARDI GRAS     MARDI GRAS 
CHARITIES WEEK 
Give A Little To The World 
Support These Campus Events 
Event-     Fun Game Night 
Sponsor- Black Student Union 
When-     Friday, Feb. 3rd 
Event-     Lock-Out 
Sponsor- McDonald North 
When-     Mon.- Fri. 
Event-     Raffle 
Sponsor- Third World 
Graduate Association 
When-     Mon.- Fri. 
Event-    Bake Sale 
Sponsor- COCO/NTSA 
When-    Mon.- Fri. 
Event-    Penny Wars 
Sponsor- Roger-Quad Council 
When-    Mon.- Fri. 
Event-    Lock-Out 
Sponsor- Rogers 
When-    Mon.- Fri. 
Look forward to Candy/Bake Sale and Theta Alpha Phi 
Carnation Sale Feb. 6-10 
Sponsored by Charities Board 
< 
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First black NL chief named 
by Ronald Blum 
Associated Press writer 
NEW YORK - BUI White will 
be named on Friday to succeed 
A. Bartlett Giamatti as National 
League president, becoming the 
first black to head a major 
professional sports league in the 
United States. 
White, a six-time All-Star first 
baseman with the New York and 
San Francisco Giants, St. Louis 
and Philadelphia, and a broad- 
caster with the Yankees for 18 
years, was chosen Thursday by 
the five-man search committee, 
several sources said. 
NL owners were expected to 
elect White on Friday and he 
would become league president 
on April 1, when Giamatti suc- 
ceeds Peter Ueberroth as com- 
missioner. 
"We're coming to New York 
and we expect a positive an- 
nouncement," White's lawyer, 
William Eastburn III, said 
Thursday. 
White could not be reached by 
telephone Thursday and was 
said to be traveling in the 
Midwest. Katy Feeney, director 
of public relations for the NL, 
said the league had no comment 
on the search. 
White had not been mentioned 
publicly as a candidate for the job until Tuesday when the 
Daily News reported he would 
get it. When he does, he will will join American League president 
Bobby Brown as former players 
who rose to head their leagues. 
Simon Gourdine, a former 
NBA deputy commissioner who 
had been the other remaining 
contender, was told Thursday 
that he no longer was being con- 
sidered, a source familiar with 
the search told the AP. 
Lou Hoynes, the NL lawyer, 
was the third candidate the 
search group examined, another 
source said. Hoynes told the 
committee several weeks ago 
that he did not want the job. 
Gourdine had been the leading 
candidate for many months, ac- 
cording to one source. The 
search group is composed of Los 
Angeles Dodgers owner Peter 
O'Malley,   New   York   Mets 
Eresident Fred Wilpon, former 
L president Chub Feeney, At- 
lanta Braves chairman William 
Bartholomay and Giamatti. 
Minority station torched 
Second arson fire in eight days quiets WJTB-AM broadcasts 
NORTH RIDGEVILLE (AP) — Extensive damage from the sec- 
ond arson fire in eight days kept a black-owned radio station off the 
air Thursday in this predominantly white community, authorities 
said. 
Arson is suspected in the WJTB-AM fires Wednesday night and 
Jan. 24 because of similarities, but no arrests have been made, ac- 
cording to Fire Chief Eugene A. Diederich. 
"It was arson," said Diederich. "Whether there's anything racial, 
I cannot tell you." 
The co-owner and manager of the 5,000-watt daytime station, 
James Taylor, spent Thurday looking over the remnants of the gut- 
ted studio. He said he had no idea who might have started the fires. 
Another co-owner, Robert A. Palmer, an Elyria attorney and part- 
time Lorain County prosecutor, said he felt there was a strong possi- 
bility that the arson was racially motivated. 
Palmer said he was unable to cite a specific reason for his belief 
that the arson might have been racially motivated. But he added: 
"We're in North Ridgeville, which is a predominantly white town- 
ship." 
WBGU BRINGING YOU EVERY FALCON 
HOCKEY GAME THIS SEASON 
Q Bowling Green < f VS. I MIAMI 
JOIN MIKE REINHART & JEFF INGALLS 
FRI. & SAT. AT 7:25 ON WBGU 
88.1 FM - YOUR SPORTS AUTHORITY 
1045 N. MAIN 
BOWLING GREEN 
fTlorco's Pizzo 
It's Morco's Pizzo Time 
W3Sf   353-0044 
-------- VALUABLE COUPON- --------- 
2 (10") PIZZAS WITH CHEESE & 1 ITEM $C9S 5 
Your Choice 
Pan Pizza or Original Round 
M.60 
IT WILL CHANGE THE WAY 
YOU THINK ABOUT AMERICA 
February 8 
Grand Ballroom 7:00 pm 
Undergraduate Student Government 
A 
North Ridgeville, 20 miles west of Cleveland in Lorain County, has 
a population of about 22,000. Blacks represent 0.4 percent of the po- 
pulation. 
Both fires were reported just before midnight and damaged con- 
trol room equipment. The first fire caused an estimated $175,000 in 
damage. The second fire, which damaged replacement equipment 
and was found burning in two places by firefighters, caused an esti- 
mated $100,000 in damage. 
Mayor Floyd H. Peaco Jr. said the station had experienced finan- 
cial difficulties in recent years and paid an overdue city tax bill only 
after the matter went to court. Palmer said the station was doing 
"fair financially —not in such a state that a fire would resolve any- 
thing." 
TOLEDO 
Masonic Auditorium 
Toledo 36 WUPW 
PRESENTS 
■ 4^V        1 "An Outspoken F.vening with 
MORTON 
DOWNEY, JR.!'' 
Sunday, Feb. 12, 7:30 pm 
Tickets available al: Masonic Auditorium Bo* Office, 
or charge by phone al (419) 381-8851. 
=CHARLESTOWr\F 
APARTMENTS 
MID AM MANOR 
Choose from choice apartments within 
walking distance to campus Summer 
1989 and 1989-90 school year. 
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or 
unfurnished, gas heat & water included, 
air conditioning 
Resident Manager, 
641 Third St., Apt. 4. B.G. 
352-4380 
Budget  
11 Continued from page 1. 
had been depleted through over- 
time and pay for temporary help 
— with $3,800 of it covering over- 
time. 
Sawyer said re-hiring may be 
possible if money is transferred 
from the salary to the opera- 
tional budget to cover wages. 
When a custodial staff mem- 
ber is on a leave of absence, the 
money earmarked for their 
wages remains in the salary 
budget — although the staff 
members do not receive it. He 
said this "salary savings" can 
be transferred to the operational 
budget on approval by Martin or 
by Roland Engler, plant opera- 
tions and maintenance director 
in order to employ temporary 
help. 
Engler was also unavailable 
for comment. 
The results of the budget 
strain will be felt in academic 
buildings, Sawyer said. 
"We've had to curtail a lot of 
our services," he said. "We of 
course will make sure the neces- 
sary things are done, but the 
custodians will have to make do 
without some supplies." 
Sawyer said the cleaning of 
restrooms will not deteriorate 
and lighting in the classrooms 
will be maintained. 
Sharon Bishop, custodian 
worker in West Hall, said she 
was told all supplies will be is- 
sued on a need-only basis and 
will be kept at a monitored, cen- 
tral location to cut waste. 
Sawyer said he does not be- 
lieve anyone is to blame for the 
budget crisis. 
"I don't really think it is any- 
body's fault," he said. "The only 
thing we can do is make do." 
TODAY. 
Do yourself a favor. Kile your taxes now and file accurately. 
If you need help doing your taxes, call or visit your local IRS office. 
COME CELEBRATE OUR 
5 Year Anniversary 
and 
The Chinese New Year 
Fob. 5-6 only 
Buy one of these dinners and get a second of equal or 
lesser value for only $1.30 
Almond Chicken 
Sweet and Sour Chicken 
Sweet and Sour Pork 
Moo Goo Gai-Pan 
Pepper Steak 
Chicken Egg Foo Young 
Vegetable Chop Suey 
(Dinners only) 
$6.00 minimum dinner order 
Sun 12 9 
Mon 11-9 
Phoenix Palace 
183 S. Main St. Ph. 354-2277 
V 
r 
¥•¥•*•¥•*•*•*•*•* 
For that special ~ 
printed piece, j 
let our ». 
professionals 
help you design 
It, at your one     J 
stop quality 
print shop. 
Bring in this ad when you place 
your printing order and receive 
FREE RED INK 
M tw Offer nplrn February IS. 1989 
quick print, mc 
352-5762 
111 and 121 
South Main Street 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
FAX 352-9572 
T SQUARE 
E3 
352-8488 
Vr-TTV¥V¥¥ 
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PLACE YOUR BET WITH AN 
AOII 
(The 1st ever Alpha Omicron Pi Party) 
AND THE WINNERS ARE... 
CAROLYN & STEVE 
MARGIE G. ft MIKE C. 
KRISTI & DEAN 
DENISE ft SCOTT 
JENNY B. ft JIM S. 
MONICA Z. ft TOM M. 
DEBBIE D. ft JAY 
DENISE H. & TROY H. 
BETH Z. & MIKE K. 
HEIDI ft J.R. 
MS. AFRATES & MR. KEOLA 
GINA H. ft "MICHAEL STIPE" 
CARRIE & FRED FLINSTONE 
BETH ANN B. & TREVOR 
KATIE & ANDY 
WENDY & THAD 
CATHY ft MARK 
KATHY ft ED 
LORI & "THE MAN" 
JENNIFERS m 
JANEL ft BRENT 
LYNN L. ft PETER 
CHRIS a TOM B. 
LIL STACE a BIG LARE 
JENNIFER B. ft ANDY R. 
BECKY N. a MIKE S. 
MISSY W. ft TODD P. 
JENNIFER M. ft GREG 
LISA P. a 1 Mil l() 
RUTH ft KEITH 
SUZY T ft HOWIE 
KAREN ft KEN 
JEANNE a PAUL 
BARB a STEVE 
JEANNIE a JEFF-WILLIE' 
BETH F. ft JOEY D. 
TERI C ft DEREK L 
ANDREA E. ft JEFF Y. 
LAURA ft J.TODD 
SUSAN C. ft MARC S. 
KELLY R. ft ROB F. 
MELISSA M. ft JOHN C. 
MOLLY C. ft JEFF M. 
KELLEY S. ft DANNY H. 
LORA ft RICK 
JULIE Aft??? 
JOELLE K. ft KARL 
LYNN H. ft BILL B. 
CONNIE ft DAVID 
JILL S. ft MIKE I 
CATHY J. a KEVIN W. 
DANA S. a JOHN W. 
HEATHER P. a MIKE S. 
GINA a "THE MYSTERY MAN" 
STEPH a "THE MAN- 
AMY a DAVE 
HEATHER a TIM 
JULIE D. a MATT 
TERRI a JOHN 
"MRS  BRENNAN" a SEAMUS 
JENNY W. ft TIM A. 
ELIZABETH ft ANDY C 
HEATHER G ft JAMEY M. 
AMY H ft ALEX 
AMY W. a RALPH LAUREN 
PAM G. a STEVE l( 
BETHANY a DAVE 
ANGIE a AARON 
ANNE MARIE a RICK 
HEATHER ft KIT 
SPEEDY ft ROMAN 
TRACY A TIM 
EVEN THE BEST HAS TO BEGIN SOMEWHERE! 
FEBRUARY 4, 1989 
> 
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THE BG NEWS 
Sports 
Swim teams host Wildcats 
by Mike Drabenstott 
sports reporter 
It will be depth versus depth Saturday at 1 p.m. 
as the Bowling Green swim teams host Kentucky 
in the Falcons last home meet of the year. 
While BG has relied on its superior depth most of 
the season, the Wildcats have the personnel to beat 
the Falcons at their own game by finishing two or 
three swimmers in the top four spots when they do 
not win an event. 
This will necessitate top performances by BG 
standouts Andrea Szekely, Shari Williams, Rich 
Foster, Brian Dickman, Rob Hermanet, and Mi- 
chael Poindexter. 
The above may be difficult on the emotional 
level considering Kentucky is not a MAC foe. 
"We will not have the same intensity as we had 
(last Saturday) against Miami," BG head coach 
Brian Gordon said? "For us, it's a chance to get up 
and race against a good team. 
"It's not a MAC meet, so it will give us a little 
time to get everything fixed before Ball State (next 
weekend) and the MAC Championships," Gordon 
said. 
The MAC Championship are scheduled on Feb. 
23-25 for the women and March 2-4 for the men. 
Nine Falcon seniors will be competing for the 
last time in Cooper Pool Saturday. They are Su- 
zanne Church, Moe Kelly, Jennifer Lakins, Andrea 
Szekely, Brian Dickman, Jim Jensen, Dave 
Stiener, Corky Thein, and Tim Wagner. 
Though he said he did not want to single anyone 
out, Gordon said Szekely should be especially hon- 
ored for her four years in a Bowling Green swim- 
suit. 
"I don't want Andrea to overshadow everyone 
else," Gordon said. "It will be similar to when 
Jackie Motycka plays her last basketball game — 
you don't get an athlete like that very often." 
Is Szekely readying herself for the MAC Cham- 
pionships? Judging from her performances last 
weekend in BG s 165-135 victory over Miami, she 
may never be more ready. 
Szekely took first-place finishes in three 
events— the 200 butterfly, 200 freestyle, and 500 
freestyle — notching her season-best times in 
each. 
"I haven't swam that well since my freshman 
year," Szekely said. 
Szekely ended her freshman campaign with the 
1986 Outstanding Swimmer of the Meet honors in 
the MAC Championships. 
Falcon squads see action 
The Bowling Green gymnasts, 
track teams, and men's tennis 
team will all see their fair share 
of action this weekend. 
The gymnasts host Eastern 
Michigan Friday in the Eppler 
North gym at 7:30 p.m. in a MAC 
meet. 
The women's track team 
travels to the Ohio State Invita- 
tional for a 10:30 a.m. meet on 
Saturday, while the men com- 
pete in the Eastern Michigan 
Fast Track Classic on Friday. 
The men then take a select 
group of team members to the 
Notre Dame Invitational on Sat- 
urday. 
The men's tennis team travels 
to Michigan State Saturday to 
take on the Spartans at 1 p.m. 
FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIPS 
FOR RISING SENIORS WITH INTEREST IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
EACH FELLOWSHIP AMOUNT IS SI.500 
Deadline: Friday, March 3, 1989 
The Pr.i/.irr Hcirns Public  Allairs I'ndcr^raduiilc R'llowship Program was 
established in 1973 in recognition ol Frazier Reams. Sr. ana his distinguished 
service in the broadcasting industry as a member of Congress and as a Trustee ol 
Howling Green State University. 
Five Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who intend to pursue 
careers in public affairs (speech communication, broadcasting, journalism, political 
or governmental service, public health, community service, law or some other 
public alfairs held). A rising senior is a student with a miniumum G.P.A. of 3.2 who 
will attend BGSU for two semesters of his/her senior year, and will graduate no 
sooner than May 1990. Bach fellow will receive Si.soo. The selection of fellows will 
be based on an initial screening process and further review which may include 
personal interviews. 
The application form and all support materials, including letters of 
recommendation, must be submitted to the University Relations Office. Mileti 
Alumni Center by 430 p.m., Friday. March 3. 1989. 
Applications are available in the University Relations Office. Mileti Alumni 
center: School of Mass Communications. 302 West Hall: and the Political Science 
Department. 113 Williams Hall. 
(he litt 
BG icers challenge Miami 
WHAT: Bowling Green Fal- 
cons versus Miami Reds- 
kins      
WHEN: Friday and Sat- 
urday night at 7:30 p.m. 
WHERE: Both games will 
be played at Mil's Goggin Ice 
Arena (2,200). 
RECORDS: The Falcons 
will try to improve on their 
18-13-1 overall record and their 
12-13-1 Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association mark. 
BG's league record is good for 
fifth-place, five points behind 
fourth-place Lake Superior 
and only six points behind Mi- 
chigan and Illinois-Chicago, 
who are tied for second-place. 
The Redskins enter this week- 
end's action with a 9-21 record 
overall and a 6-18 league slate 
which puts them in the base- 
ment of the CCHA. 
COACHES:Bowling Green's 
head coach Jerry York enters 
this weekends sereis with a 
248-144-17 record in his 10 
seasons at BG. His overall re- 
cord in his 17 years behind the 
bench is 373-231-20. His 
counterpart, Miami's Bill Da- 
vidgc, has struggled at the 
helm of the Redskins where he 
has posted a 37-105-3 mark. 
FIRST SERIES:When the 
two teams met earlier in the 
season, Miami defeated BG 
6-3, for the first time since the 
1979-80 season. In the second 
game, Nelson Emerson netted 
the game winner in the Fal- 
cons 5-3 victory. In the series, 
BG outshot the Redskins 75-42. 
THE REDSKINS: 
Offense:The Redskins are 
led by two freshmen, Craig Fi- 
sher and Ken House. Fisher, 
leads Miami with 35 points, 19 
of those coming on red light- 
ers. House, on the other hand, 
is fourth in points with 29, but 
can be found in the second spot 
in goals scored with 17. Also 
supplying scoring punch is 
senior Boyd Sutton (16-19-35) 
and senior Jeff Sisto (12-20-32). 
Defense:The defense is the 
heart of this Redskin team and 
they are led by freshman Rhys 
Hoflyman, who last week who 
tallied four goals last week, 
with   three   coming   on   the 
Eower play. Also supplying 
elp along the blue-line are 
Steve McGrinder (5-11-16) and 
Joe Tonello. 
Goal tending: Junior Steve 
McKichan and freshman Mike 
Michaud split the goaltending 
chores with McKichan owning 
aa 4-15 record while Michaud 
is 5-8. McKichan (4.60) has a 
better goals against average 
than Michaud (4.95). 
THE FALCONS: 
Offense:The Falcons will be 
led by Greg Parks who leads 
the team and is second in the 
league with 55 points. He will 
be helped by junior Nelson 
Emerson (16-30-46) and so- 
phomore Pierrick Maia 
(13-16-29). The scoring depth 
for the Falcons will continue 
with junior Joe Quinn 
(13-14-27) and Marc Potvin 
(16-10-26). 
Defense:Adding offensive 
spark from the back line are 
the tandem of Kevin Dahl 
(7-20-27) and Rob Blake 
(7-15-22). Seniors Alan Leggett 
and Triad Rusiecki stablize the 
defensive aspect of the game 
with heady, consistent play. 
Goaltending: Junior Paul 
Connell will handle the goal- 
tending chores this weekend. 
Connell has reduced his GAA 
to 3.80, as he has allowed just 
three goals or less in nine of his 
last 14 starts and boosts a 14-11 
record. John Burke is a capa- 
ble as he enters the weekend 
with a 4-2 record and a 4.17 
GAA. 
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! ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '89 WITH 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. 
I 835 High St  - Rental Office 
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa 
Phone 352-9378 9:00-4.30 Monday-Friday 
Housing Openings for Summer & Fall 
FOX RUN HOUSING UNITS 9 mo.-1 2 mo. Leases Feature* 
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR 2 bedroom    I v, baths 
PIEDMONT APIS. Furnished    wall to wall carpeting 
BIRCHWOOD PLACE 650 SIXTH ST. i:xlr'' u"*''l(,se,s " |M"'" ' '"s" 
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN 
6TH AND 7TH 
RAILVIEW MINI - WAREHOUSE 
PARTY ROOM FOR RENT 
All residents will have membership privileges 
to Cherrywood Health Spa 
Complete facilities for men and women 
(..i^ hen .ind < iMikinw 
Laundry areas in each building 
Patio area    grills available 
Sound I nniliiKiurd Inu-nor 
& 
I 
• Hydro - Spa Whirlpool 
• Metro Sauna 
• Complete Exercise Equipment 
• Indoor Heated Pool 
• New Weight Equipment 
• Tanning Booth Available 
1 
I 
A BaAE*rHI*KAMNOnnPETTe*XEZ 
Announcing the New 1989 
S Panhellenic Cabinet Members z 
< Constitution                                Joan Ashcraft o 
■x Community Services                   Maria Gerrek a 
* Intramural Representative          Julie Lamont B 
^^ Public Relations                         Gretchen Rust "0 
X Leadership Development            Beth Rutgers M 
E— Faculty Relations                        Jennifer Salvino ■■a 
•©• Greek Representative                 Linda Schnetzer *~% 
Ed Organizational Representative   Kathy Timko (D 
<1 Scholarship                                  Connie Wasko •V 
m Program Consultant                   Gina Willis I'l 
< 
A 
Congratulations!! N 
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DON'T BE A SLOW POKE! 
TURTLE DERBY 
ONLY AT 
MARDI   GRAS 
SAT. FEB. 4 
SPONSORS: 
UPTOWN/DOWNTOWN MYLES PIZZA 
POLLYEYES PIZZA SOFT ROCK CAFE 
CAMPUS   FILMS 
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO 
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
MISS    BGSU    SCHOLARSHIP    P 
EANT" 
Premiere Nights Feb 2. 3 at 7-30 
S3 00 student. $4 00 adult 
Finals Night Fat) 4 at 8 00 pm 
$4 00 student - $5 00 adutt 
KOBACKER HALL 
AFRICAN STUDENTS IN CHINA 
An Educational forum to discuss the history and 
experience ol Africans at Chinese universities 
Tuesday. Feb 7 at 9pm. UCF Center Trmrstm 
and Ridge Everyone is invited Sponsored by 
the Progressive Student Organization 
Attention 
Spanish Club Meeting 
7 30 PM at DIBENEDETTOS 
NEW MEMBERS FACULTY WELCOME' 
We   will   be   having   "conversation    hours"-a 
chance for you to brush up on your Spanish' 
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME'!' 
Coming soon Ferron to B G S U More into cal 
372-2281 Women's Center 
For an Irie time with Reggae Music. 
ThoCarlbbean Association urges you to listen 
to R*d-4 Roots every Sat morn 6-10am on 
WBQUB8.1 FM.S—n?  
Graduate Student Lunches Every Friday soup 
and sandwiches $1 00 UCF, Corner of Thura- 
tm and Ridge This week Dr. Ellrabath Alt- 
gaier, Psychology, will discuss "Sexual har- 
assment" 
Baseball  Card  Show 
SELX-OR TRADE 
Sun   Feb 6 10-4 
Grand  BaaroomBUY- 
Uve Falcon Hockey on WBOU 88.1 FM 
Fri&Satat 7.25 
Bowling Green at Miami 
88.1 FM WBGU Your Sports Leader" 
BOB MARLEY TRIBUTE 
Reggae with the Art band from Columbus 
Saturday. Feb  11. NE Commons. 9pm 
* A Caribbean Association Event' 
• Peace and Love * 
Come & Celebrate Chinese New Year 
WithWSA" 
Mon 2 6 2 30-4 30 
Special Coffee Hours at 411 South Had 
and Thurs 2'9 2 30-4 30-Compton Lobby 
also Thurs 29 4 30-6 00 Kre-cner Caf 
Authentic Snacks and food will be served 
See you there1 
IPCO CLUB 
Attention everyone1 The IPCO CLUB will now 
be meeting every other Monday at 7 30 pm in 
105 South Hall We're having a meeting Febru- 
ary 6 at the aforementioned lime a place Come 
get involved in this fast growing, YOU-onented 
organization' 
IPCO CLUB 
MFA READING SERIES   SPRING 1989 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
presents 
ANNA SCHACHNER 
and 
DENVER BUTSON 
(who will read poetry and fiction at) 
150A Jerome Library 
Friday Feb 3. 1989 7 30pm 
REQUESTING YOUR PROMPT REPLY' 
Those receiving ALCOHOL & DRUG SUR- 
VEYS 
please, please, please fia it out 
and return it to 
310 Student Services 
It is important to the New Alcohol Abuse 
Prevention Center as wed as to BGSU" 
Wanted 
AH students to study m France 
* team in English 
"earn 6 credit hours 
* live with French lamilies 
Open Informational Meeting on Monday. Feb 
13 at 9 pm. m Bus College Room 3000 
•refreshments served* 
The Saturday Recreation Program tor 
Youth with Disabilities 
will next meet on 
Saturday. February 4th 
10 4 5 am-1 pm 
Both groups will meet al the ice arena 
RESUME TIPSI JOB INFOI 
Don't miss  the next meeting of Women  In 
Communications. Inc 
Wed Feb 8 at 7 30 PM in 110 BA 
Terry Rentner will be speaking 
••wicr-wicr'wicr' 
SCUBA CLUB 
Next Meeting Feb 6 
227LSC.8 30pm 
SOCIAL JUSTICE COMMITTEE PRESENTS 
SOCIAL PROGRAMMERS' CONFERENCE 
BAA 1007 Sal. Feb 4 1 -5 pm 
Free and open to the public 
State of University Address 
Monday 8pm 
McFall General Assembly Room 
Women For Women presents a coffeehouse 
wrth Ann Reed February 2 in the Amani Room, 
NE Commons 7 30-9 30 Free and open to all 
moremfo 0*372 2281 
YOU ARE WARMLY INVITED TO A 
BAHA'I FIRESIDE 
A Flrealde can be a brief presentation of the 
Baha'l Faith, an Informal and open discus- 
sion exploring facets of the Faith, a musical 
presentation, or just an evening for getting 
acquainted. Come Investigate tha youngeat 
of the world's Independent religions In the 
oemfort of a home setting, free from the 
pressure of proselytizing. 
1 at and 3rd FRIDAYS. 7:30PM 
Home of Jim A Vicky Corbttt 
840 Pearl St. B G 
352-787 7 (lor a ride) 
WHO CARES ABOUT HUMAN RIGHTS 
WE DO 
Amnesty International BGSU 
Information meeting 4 movie 
"The Killing Fields" 
Batchelder Activity Lounge 
7:00 pm Tuesday 
LOST & FOUND 
Lost- One south Channel Leather Jacket at Tee 
on Saturday reward offered- Cal Dave 
372-1389 
Lost-small tan purse at 11 way tea Need my 
keys and IDS' Give me a break No questions 
Can 2-5141 
To whoever picked up the brown eel sfcll wal- 
let Friday (1-27-89) at Sundance Keep the 
cash but please return the wallet and its other 
contents ID'S and credit cards are a pain to re- 
place, please Either return to Sundance 
anonymously or cal 354-2354 and tell Kraig 
where he can pick it up Thanks, no Question 
Asked 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Center for Choice n 
Abortion. Morning Alter Treatment 
Free Pregnancy Tesi 
Proud to be Pro Choice 
16 N Huron Toledo. OH 
255-7769 
Papers Typed Reasonable Rates 372-5793 
STRESSED, TENSE, or SORE??? 
Your Answer AMASSAQEII 
$10 00 session   Call 353-4983. 
PERSONALS 
■•Rob«nBear* 
Good Luck with the Miss BGSU Pageant' 
Your sisters are behind you 100% 
• "Pi Beta Phi" 
DAYTONA ' DAYTONA * DAYTONA 
Is the place to be' 
For you and your posse" 
Ihund.rblrd Htl. 8119 Drive 8228 Bus 
Claredon Plaza $149 Drive-S236 Bus 
8 days. 7 nights in the heart of the strip 
Cal Mark 353-5957 
Warren 353-4284 
$50 Deposit or Full Payment Required 
10% Discount al TO's Tanning Too 
with every sign-up (Regular S30) 
Deadline Feb 28 
Hurry Seats are going fast 
vlISS    BGSU    SCHOLARSHIP    P, 
EANT"" 
Premiere Nights Feb 2. 3 at 7 30 
S3 00 studenl - $4 00 adult 
Finals Night Feb 4 at 6 00 pm 
$4 00 student   $5 00 adult 
KOBACKER HALL 
• "ALPHA PHI" " 
HEART-2-HEART 
"ALPHA PHI" 
* ■ "ALPHA PHI" ' 
HEART-2-HEART 
"ALPHA PHI' • 
•••Pi Phi Robin Beal"" 
Your sisters are right behind you 100%  this 
weekend at the Miss BGSU pageant   Win or 
Lose, we coudn't be prouder of you' 
• • • Pi Phi Mary Ze^ler • " 
Your PI Phi sisters would like to congratulate 
- you and Eric PBUO on you Pi Phi-Phi Tau lava- 
serirtg 
*" COCO BAKE SALE NTSA * ■ 
Bake Sale COCO Bake Sale 
NTSA Bake Sale COCO 
During Chanties Week 
Moseley Hall 
■ALPHA PHI' 
HEARTS-HEART 
Happy Hours-Mock Wedding 
Friday. Feb 10 
5-9 UPTOWN 
HEART-?-HEART 
•ALPHA PHI* 
* Alpha Sigma Phi ■ Alpha Sigma Phi' 
The brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi wish lo co- 
ngratulate Christopher Allen Coleman on hie in- 
duction Into Outstanding Young Men of Amer- 
AMERICAN PICTURES 
AMERICAN PICTURES 
AMERICAN PICTURES 
AMERICAN PICTURES 
ca 
* Alpha Sigma Phi ■ Alpha Sigma Ph. ■ 
• Alpha Sigma Phi' Alpha Sigma Phi • 
WAY TO GO Alpha SlgslII 
Congrats on winning the Lambda Chl/AOPI 
Whitfieba ii tourney 
•Alpha Sigma PhrAlpha Sigma Phi" 
" Alpha Sig" Alpha Deri" Alpha Sig' 
The Brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi wish to co- 
ngratulate Mark Struhar and Karen Mettler on 
the* recent lavaliermg 
" Alpha Dett • Alpha Sig * Alpha Delt 
•Congratulations Kathy Koch* • 
Your Pi Phi sisters wish you and Gary Barrow- 
man much happiness with your engagment1 
10th Uptown; Downtown Anniversary Party 
Saturday Feb 11 5pm 
S2 00 Admission 
-Al you can eat pizza 
■First 200 get free tshtrts 
•Free mugs, visors, door prizes for al" 
Don't Miss Out1 
1989 Spring Semester Edition of the Student 
organization Directory 
Now available In the office of Student Activities 
and Orientation. Room 405 Student Services 
Building Hurry while supplies last 
A TO Z DATA CENTER 352 5042 
Comptele Packaging Needs UPS. Federal EK- 
press   Typing   Resumes. FAX Copies 
ADPi Spring Rush ADPi 
February 6.7.8 at the Alpha Delta Pi house 
When only the best will do. ADPi. where sister- 
hood isn't rust a word' 
AGO AGO AGO AGO 
Congratulations to Alpha Gamma Delta's new 
Executrve officers   And a warm thank you to 
last year's officers for a fob well done1 
AGO AGO AGD AGO 
AGO STEPHANIE CRAWFORO AGD 
Good luck at the Miss BGSU pageant' 
Love. Your AGD sisters 
AGD" AGO' AGD• Jennie    Mabee" AGD" AG 
D'AGD 
Congratulations on becoming the new presi- 
dent ol Alpha Gamma Delta' I'm very proud ol 
you and I know you'll do a super job"' 
Love Always. Deb 
Alpha Delt love & congratulations to Irene Ken- 
nay on her recent pearling to Dean, the OSU 
man1 
L 8 L. Your ADPi Sisters 
AlphaXi* STACEY LARSON 'AlphaXI 
Stacey is 21   years old Sunday   so when you 
see her say Happy Birthday' She'll appreciate 
your wish ft listen to you talk, but leave her 
alone at 4 o'clock 
Happy 21st" 
Love.Jen ft Stepn 
AMERICAN PICTURES 
ft wil change the way you think about America1 
Don'l miss it1 
February B. 7:00 pm Grand Balroom 
Anyone interested in volunteering m the BGSU 
Blooddnve. Feb 6lh 10th please call 
372-6716 
AOPI HEATHER SILVERBERG AOPI 
Get psyched for the greatest weekend ever, I 
am. Sea you Saturday! 
P.S. What la your favorite drink? 
AOPi * Beth and Tracy" AOPI 
Thanks coaches for your wimebal insight 
The Men of Delta Upsaon 
Aren't you dying to have a Tie-Dye T-Shirt? 
Bring summer in early with HSA The shirts wil 
be on sale in the Union Foyer Jan 30-Feb 3. 9 
am-5 pm lor only $ 10 
ATTENTION TRENT BARRY 
How's the crampa? 
We were worried1 
Call and let us know1 
ATTENTION!' 
Bring a buddy to the next UNDERGRADUATE 
ALUMNI   ASSOCIATION Monday.    Feb   6   at 
7 30 in BA Annex 1009 
ATTENTION! 
Bring a buddy to the next UNDERGRADUATE 
ALUMNI   ASSOCIATION   Monday   Feb   6   at 
7 30 mBa Annex 1009 
ATTENTION!! 
Bring a buddy to the next UNDERGRADUATE 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION Monday. Feb   6 7 30 
m BA Annex 1009 
ATTENTION!! 
Bring a buddy to the next UNDERGRADUATE 
ALUMNI   ASSOCIATION   Monday   Feb    8 at 
7 30 in BA Annex 1009 
ATTENTION GOVERNMENT HOMES Irom $1 
(U repani Oebnouent tax property Reposses- 
sions Cal 602-838 8885 Ext GH4244 
BECKY SALSGIVER 
Happy Birthday' Yes. you guessed it It's a no- 
pride night   You deserve il   You're Ihe best 
roomie I could ask for' 
Love ya. Kathleen 
Charities Week Bake Sale 
Off Campus Student Center 
Jan 30-Feb 3. Ilam-lpm 
Cherrywood Health Spa Tanning Booth 
10 visits tor $20 352 9378 
Chi Omega Rock Alike Singers 
Heather. Manbeth. Missy. Jil 
Gel ready 'or Friday night1 
Your Alpha Sig Producers' 
Thomas and Drew 
Congratulations to Maria Core for tw recent 
pea/ling to Mark Marney Now aren't you glad 
you skipped date party? 
L«L. Your ADPI Sisters 
Attention Graduate Students 
Interested in representing Graduate Students as a Representative 
to the BGSU Board of Trustees? 
GSS is now taking applications for this distinguished position. For 
more information, contact your Graduate Student Senator or the 
Graduate Studenl Senate office. 300 McFall Center. 372-2622. 
Applications will be accepted until February 27, 5 p.m. Final 
selections will be notified no later than Friday. March 3. 
* 
* 
• •••••••••••••••• 
* The Sisters of 
* Alpha Chi Omega 
*wish to extend their support to^ 
j Cyndi Rand; 
* * 
* in the Miss BGSU Pageant * 
•••••••••••••••••* 
Congraufetions lo Alpha Delta Pi 1988-1989 
officers lor a fob well done Good luck lo newly 
elected officers   We have put our trust m you * 
l«L Your ADPi Sisters 
CRAIG PORTER 
Hope you have a great birthday' By the way. if 
you  were   spaghetti   what  would   you   want 
poured on you? 
Ho 
David Calend 
Congratulations on pledging FUls   Hey that s 
GREAT1 Don'l you |ust hale red lights m Logan, 
lor what? 
In friendship Jim 
DG * DG' Mary Slerhng DG • DG ■ 
Congratulations on being selected lor a field 
consultant interview   I couWni be more excited 
and proud of you 
Love. G-Ls Stacy 
Do you have a sweet tooth? 
Baked goockes can be found « Moseley Hal 
DftY DOCK " DRY DOCK 
DRY DOCK wil not be open on Saturday' We 
wiu be participating m the Mardi Gras m the 
Union from 7 p m -12. so come and join the 
fun' 
DRY DOCK * DRY DOCK 
Falcon basketbal on WBGU 88.1 FM 
Sat Kent State at B G 
Women 5 30 Men 8 00 
•8.1 FM Your sports leader' 
Due lo popular demand 
18 and over 
DANCE PARTY 
Every Sunday Night 
at 
Uptown 
* Free T-ahtfis - raffle 
'Free popcorn 
GIVE BLOOD 
GIVE BLOOD 
BGSU Bloodmobile 
FebettvlOth 10am-4pm 
Grand Ballroom 
GIVE BLOOD 
GIVE BLOOD 
For a Knight O'Romance. Place a bet with a 
AOTT. 
Roman- 
We'll dance and have fun-tt'l be great1 
I know you win* be the perfect date 
We'll stan me Knight on with the Lamoa Ctvs. 
And then join the tun with the AOTTs 
So get psyched lor the Knight O'lun 
because two parties are better than one1 
Speedy 
P S Want to buy a raffle ticket? 
DRY DOCK NOT OPEN 
Join us at the Mardi Gras at 
the Union.      7-12 p.m. 
Pie Throwing Contest 
t THE TANNING CENTER •I the Waah Houu al Hair Unlimited 248 N Mum 143 W Wooster 7 Beds 6 Beds 354 1559 3533281 
Your Tanning Professionals 
-Since 1980- 
Lel us send you to Daytona'   Automatically entered 
to win a Free trip tor 2 plus $ 100 cash with each 
paid membership  (must be paid before 2 23) 
10 Initial Visits $25.00 
•memo*' o* 'he Tanning Associoticr lor National Safety 
GREENBRIAR, Inc. 
is now renting 
Frazee Avenue Apartments for Fall 1989 
624, 670, 656 Frazee Avenue 
2 Bedroom, Furnished apartments with 2 baths 
$600 per month + electric 
call 352-0717 224 E. Wooster 
Petitions for USG President, 
Vice President and twelve 
At-Large Representatives 
for 1989-90 are available in 
405 Student Services 
thru February 16. 
i SmJfil Go*»nm—M 
************************************* 
•t> 
■t> 
Alpha (a-aiwpu Delta Presents their 1989 Initiates 
Kara Kaiser 
Jana Linser 
Jennifer Connors 
Cindy Ault 
Michelle Hellman 
Michelle Martin 
Tracy Jacim 
Denise Zappola 
Valerie Wonnacott. 
Jeanine Lepich    $ 
Dawn Menno 
Heather Sexton 
Caroline Roser 
Michelle Gentner 
Shelley Vigneau 
Marie Applin 
«»» ^k V. Krista Ireland 
^'£i:>^^-.  Laura Green 
V. Denise Kruszewski 
Heather Lose 
Heather Effron 
Sharon Russell 
Monica Nelson 
J) Cindy Jones 
Angela Hughes 
Donna Amato 
Dawniel Roth 
Kelly Williams 
Heather   Lindsay 
************************************& 
\ 
lO   MNtwi    February 3,1919 
THE BG NEWS 
Classifieds 
Get Involved 
USG CABINET POSITION OPEN 
National. Stale-Community 
Affairs coordinator 
Apply 
405 Studanl Services 
MAKE VALENTINES DAV 
special lor your sweetie 
BGNEWS 
VALENTINE HEARTS 
Your meaaaoe printed inside a 
RED heart border on Tuea   Feb 14 
$5 50 - orders must be placed in person 
214 Weal Hall 
Need s |ob this summer? 
Worried about money? 
(Detail s to follow) 
Need s job this summer? 
Worried about money? 
(Details to follow) 
Hey Chnstinea.li.a. Bunny 
Just think onfy one more week tilt theBIG SUR- 
PRISE! I hope you are as excited as I am' 
Lowe*Your I--I -as Bunny 
Hey-Theta Cras. Betas, and ADPi a" 
The Alpha Gams are psyched tor this Fridays 
Tea" 
(BM PS-2 model 60 with monitor, printer, key- 
board. DOS Cal Carl 354-1898 After 8 pm 
If you thought camping meant tents, try Con- 
necticut For Sue Seager and Larry Deem. 
camping meant mud. submarine tours, and a 
pearling1 Congratulations1 
L 4 L. Your ADPi Sisters 
it must have been a romantic night -n Iront of the 
Christmas  lights      Congratulations to  Karen 
Merrier and Mart Struhar on the long antici- 
pated Alpha S-g-Alpha Deri lavalienng 
Lowe. Your ADPI sisters 
KnstenB 
To my very oestesi friend Thank you lor always 
being there lo share my -oy and to help me thru 
my paai From MSU to BAMA . CINCY to AT- 
LANTA, lo fcwmg in a shoebox We we survived it 
sl< How? I hawen't a clue. Let's lorget Ihe 
hockey buck1 Ha' Only time will tel' 
Love ya-Jenny Lynn 
LEGAL JOINT $1 
During Fnday Happy Hours 3-9pm 
AT BRATHAUS 
LJI Mane Ganzel 
Congrats on your Executive Council office' 
(You'd be a great Standards Chair') I'm so proud 
of you' 
Lowe. B*gShe*ey 
Lisa Pattlson 
Congratulations on your engagement to Kohl 
Schnieder of Notre Deme. 
Love, Your Roommate "Big" t Maid of Honor 
LITTLE ROBIN SEAL 
im so proud ol you' Good luck this weekend * 
Ihe Miss BGSU pageant!"(Toot Your Own 
Horn') 
TTF Bobbie 
Lrve Falcon Hockey on WBQU 88.1 FM 
Fn & Sdt at' 25 
Bowhng Green al Miam. 
88.1 FM Your Sports Leader' 
LIVE BEOGAE TRIBUTE 
To Bob Martey with the Art Band from Colum- 
bus. Sat Feb. 11. NE Commons. 9 pm A Car- 
ibbean Association Event (Peace and Love) 
Need a job this summer? 
Worried about money? 
(Details to follow) 
Ode To Duke 
To Mike C 
My awesome Big Ro. 
Your 'e the best ewer says this little bro 
I can't wait HI ritual where boys become men. 
But. hey. the sheep scare me. 
So get nd o-em. alnghty then 
Lowe 
One non-smoking female wanted to snare an 
East Merry apt. wf3 eaay to get along girls 
for 89-00 school year. Call Pam 353-3085 
OUTREACH 
...Because USO wants to make e difference 
for-you I 
OUTREACH 
Because USO wants to make a difference for • 
You 11 
OUTREACH 
...Because USO wants to make a difference 
for-You I 
PASS 
People Against Sexist SchokuMclam 
Stop the exploitation ol women's bodies  Boy- 
con MISS BGSU 
Organisational Action Meeting 
Saturday. February 4 
at United Christian Fellowship 
6 00 pm 
Raiiview Mini-Warehouse 
(at the comer ol Railroad Ave   And Lehman 
Awe 15x7-9x15-9x30 
Preferred Properties Co 
352-9378 
REQUESTING YOUR PROMPT REPLY' 
Those receiving Alcohol & Drug Surveys 
Please, please, please-im it out 
and return It to 
310 Student Services 
ft is important to the new Alcohol Abuse 
Prevention Center as wen as to BGSU' 
RESERVATIONS TO OAYTONA 
onfy $50 down Cal Ramona at 353-7236 for 
anappt 
Tammy. 
What a great two years it has been' 
Love. Thomas 
SAMS/MTV Rock-e-llke 
Frl. Feb 3rd 8-12 pm 
N.E. COMMONS all ages welcome! 
Rock and roll with the "stars." 
SAMS/MTV Rock-e-llke 
Fri. Feb 3rd 8-12 pm 
N.E. COMMONS ell ages welcomed 
Rock and roll with the "stars." 
SAMS/MTV Rock-a-llke 
Frl Feb 3rd 8-1 2 pm 
N.E. COMMONS, all ages welcome! 
Rock and Roll wfth the "stare," 
SAMS/MTV Rock-e-llke 
Frl. Feb. 3rd 8-12 p.m. 
N.E. COMMONS, All eges Welcome' 
Rock and Roll with the "stars" 
SCOTT SILKNITTER 
Congratuletlons on becoming the new u.S.G. 
Legislative Officer. 
The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsllon 
rtfioaKo 
Bargain 
Mat  Sat - 
Sun before 600 pm 
only $2.00 
OUVER 
Co-fa"** 
4th and final week Fh at 
7 00 pm ■ Sat J Sun at 
2:001 7 00 pm 
Golden  I Beat Actress 
Globe    N Best Comedy 
Awards C Best Supporting 
L Actress 
rtaiKoloid 
MdnbMi    (_,ir| 
Fn. -8:45 a 11:00 
Sat. - 5:00-8:45-11:00 
^^un^^><^M5^2_ 
Jtoriting 
!- 
SPRING BREAK 
NASSAU-PARADISE ISLAND 
FROM $299 00 
PACKAGE INCLUDES 
ROUNDTRIP   AIR.   TRANSFERS.    7   NIGHTS 
HOTEL. 
BEACH   PARTIES.   FREE   LUNCH.   CRUISE. 
FREE 
ADMISSION    TO    NIGHTCLUBS.    TAXES    A 
MORE" 
CANCUN PACKAGES ALSO AVAILABLE!" 
ORGANIZE    SMALL    GROUP.    EARN   FREE 
TRIP! 
1 -800-231 -0113 OR (203) 987-3330 
Stoykss Ptke ol the week 
Matt Wheeler 
For his outstanding Job and effort during spring 
ruehi 
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA CHI WOULD LIKE 
TO CONGRATULATE TOM COSLER AND 
JOANNE BEARDSLEE ON THEIR RECENT SI- 
GMA CHI CHI OMEGA LAVAUERING GOOD 
LUCK IN THE FUTURE1 
The Brothers of Delta Upaaon would like to co- 
ngratulate ROB KAPPELMAN on his recent la- 
valienng lo CARLA DEANGELO 
The Panneiienic Council would like to wish 
good luck to all the "groups' participating 
In the Alpha Sigma Phi "Rock-a-llke" 
contest. 
The sisters ol PI Beta Pht wish Use Pattrson and 
Kohl Schneider much happiness with their eng- 
agment 
THOMAS N.GILMORE 
Happy Anniversary 
2 years 
Lowe. Tammy 
To the AOTT's and their guys 
Saturdays almost here. 
And the bme is drawing near. 
So grab your date. 
And don't be kite. 
Cause the buses leave half past 8 ■
From the union to Gibby's we'll go. 
And once we're there we'll show. 
Our dales and alt the rest. 
That our i st date party wil be the best' 
So get reedy and set to piece your bets 
To dance and party al night, 
Cause it's going to be greet. 
That's no lie. but of course. 
We're the AOTTe'M 
Want to give a special Valentine? 
(Think The Cookie Bm) 
Order Now' 353-2272 at Woodland Mad 
WHO CARES ABOUT HUMAN RIGHTS 
WE 00 
Amnesty Internetlonel-BQSU 
informational Meeting 1 Movie 
"The Killing Fields" 
Batchefder Activity Lounge 
7:00 pm Tuesday 
WANTED 
1 Female roommate 
FaH -89-Spring 90 
Call immediately 
Kim 353-4180 
250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed) 
Private,   coed,   summer   camp   In   Pocono 
Mountains. Northeastern Pennsylvania. Lo- 
hikan. P.O. BOX 234BQ, Kenllworth. NJ 07033 
(201)276-0565 
Female rmte wanted lor 89-90 school year 
House very close to campus AN utilities paid 
Cal 353 3348 ask tor Susan. JIB. or Tonia 
Female roommate wanted lor 89-90 school 
year House cloee to campus Own room 
352-9242 
Gred Student w/ dog seeks same to find 8 
•hare apt /House 89-90 Cau Pete C 
353- 7158 or c/o Pop Cult 
Uve in Christian female, your own room m 
exchange for help wfth cooking and shopping 
Must have car   Phon 686 2691 
1988-1989 
STATE OF UNIVERSITY 
ADDRESS 
TIMOTHY D. PETERSON 
Student Body President 
February 6,   8 p.m. 
McFall General Assembly Room 
2      Small lO"      .j— 
Cheese  % C 
Pizza   ^•ejjf 
Chicago Style extra 
Extra Items Sl.OO 
covers both pizzas 
Free Delivery 
352-5166 
E.pi.es 5 31 89 
Not valid with 
any other offer 
*3 
pEar110'5 
i i 
i i 
i i 
i i 
i i 
i i 
i i 
I    Chicaqo Stuie e«t<a II 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
Small Pizza & Pop 
75 
Mate Roommate Needed for houae Close to 
Campus S200 00/mo plus utilities 
3525822  
Needed IMMEDIATELY! Female to share one 
bdrm apt on summit $185 00 mo plus alec 
fum ksund CIMschefe 353-6841  
One female needed IMMEDIATELY to gucle—S 
4 man apt with 2 others girls on 2nd St Onfy 
450 00 Nog Desperate! Call 353 7828 
Person or persona to share apartment for sum- 
mer 89 Couples welcome, your own room- 
mate or female Real cloee to campus rent neg. 
No elected officiate Can George 353 4973 
Two females needed to share apartment lor 
89-90 year Cal Kay or Karen 353 8900 
Wanted to Ml apt or houae One mate or fe- 
male Close to campus and furnished Call 
353-0325 or 352-7365 
HELP WANTED 
ACTIVTTIES DIRECTORS NEEDED 
NOW INTERVIEWING lor the summer ol 1989' 
Need a summer job' Don't Wart til the last 
minute" Our campground. Yogi Bear's Jettys- 
torte Camp Resort, is looking lor 2 creative. 
Outgoing persons to coordinate 8 direct activi- 
ties for a family camping resort Location Aur- 
ora. Ohio 5 mass from Sea World of Ohio and 
Qaasjga Lake Park Experience preferred but 
not s must Living Facilities provided If inter- 
ested, send resume to 
JELLYSTONE CAMP RESORT 
3392 SR 82 
Mantua. Ohio 44255 
Area Photo-processing company has position 
open lor photo ksb technician Positive attitude 
8 good communication skids more important 
than experience WM train Send reply to ATTN 
Manager 1843 Tiffm Awe , Flndksy. Oh 45840 
ATTENTION -HIRING1 Government Jobs-your 
area S17.840-S64.485 Call 602-838-8885 
ExtR42244 
BOSTON BECKONS 
Boston's leading nanny placement agency in- 
vites you to spend a challenging and profitable 
year with carefully screened professional fami- 
lies Complete support network awaits your ar- 
rival Round trip air. beautiful New England 
neighborhooda-We care" Call American Au Pair 
today 1 •600-262-8771 
Counselors coed camp in NE Pa. close to 
NYC. has opening lor general counselors as 
well as specialists lor land and water sports. 
drama, rocketry, computers. AAC. tripping. 
rope courses, etc We will be holding on cam- 
pus interviews For info & application, write G 
Lusbg 60 W 66th St 1 5-E New York, New 
York. 10023 
EARN MONEY AT HOME' Assemble jewelry. 
toys, electronics, others FT 8 PT work avail 
CaH(relund)1-407-744-3000 Ext S1535A. 
24hrs 
Help Wanted Bartending, waiter waitress 8 
floor walker positions are available at Toledo's 
only FUNDRINKERY Only fun and exerting 
people need apply m person at Henry j's Wed- 
Sun after 6 pm at 1532 S Byrne. Glenbyrne 
Shopping Center 
LIFEGUARDS 
Get your summer (ob fcned up now" Head Ufa- 
guard - rate based on experience Lifeguards al 
shifts 4 00 hr If Interested, contact 
JELLYSTONE CAMP RESORT 
3392 SR 82 
Mantua. OH 44255 
(Near Sea World of Ohio) 
Uve-m summer time help In private house Ba- 
bysitting 8 kght housekeeping Cal or write 
MOTHERS UTTLE HELPER 30574 Wood- 
stream Drive Farmington His. Ml 48018 Ph 
313-8510660  
Make hundreds In your spare time placing pos- 
ters No selling Call.918) 33MONEY 
Secretary;Receptionist    15-20   hours   pe' 
week Cal 352-5822 
Taking applications lor gril cooks, prep cooks. 
waitress. casrwers Excellent opportunity lor 
growth and advancement Apply at Buckeye 
Travelers Mel 78 State Rt 18 and 75. N Bal- 
timore. Ohio 
WANTED Two bright, dependable, creative in- 
dividuals to fil one part-time and one full-time 
copy editing position atThe B.O. News. Availa- 
ble immediately Contact Juke. Dennis H or 
Jud» at 214 West Hal. 372-2603 it interested 
YOU can acquire JOB EXPERIENCE m 
Communications 
Pubkc Relations 
Marketing 
Sates 
Apply NOW for Ihe BGSU spring Tatefund!" 
Appkcatons are available at the MHett Alumni 
Center from 8 00-5 00 until Fnday or Cal Pam 
Atchisonat 372-7698 
FOR SALE 
1978 Fairmont $400-3725628 
1979 280 ZXruns excelent. great body conov 
lion-new paint-have to sell quickly- aak- 
ngS4,200(Negot) Cal Nick 352-8473 
1985 Renault  Alliance  Interior  looks  new. 
stereo &  cassette.  AC.  new  muffler   Runs 
great    Take   over   payments   $147 OS/mo 
352-1172 morning 
1986 Dodge Colt, 4door, like new. excelent 
condition, only 8600 miles S5200 or best 
offer 425-0306 
2 round trip tickets to Daytona for Spring Break 
Cal372ei27 
ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI- 
CLES IromS 100 Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes. 
Chevys Surplus Buyer's Guide 
1-602 638-8885 Ext A4244 
J V C Receiver-Brand New 
Si 00 or best offer Cal 353-7733 
Men's Black Leather Motorcycle Jecket 
Size 42. excellent condition, quilted lining. 
$100.00, no checks, 372-8184.  
Sporty 1983-84 Ren-Fuego. black 
w/rnoonroof. excelent condition Has 4 month 
Warranty S2900or best offer Cal 353-3809 
FOR RENT 
• 1 bedroom 8 2 bedroom 
furn Aunfum apartments 
* 123 Manvilto (house) 
' Roommates needed male'lemale 
Cal John Newlove Real Estate 
3542260 
Jay Mar Apartments 
Large two bedroom apts 
as low as S405 00 per month 
Laundry Close to campus 
Beat the heat with central air 
354-6036 
1 & 2 bedroom apartments-summer. 9 month 8 
1 2 month leases available 352-7454 
4     people    to    fill    HAVEN    HOUSEfor    fall 
89-spr '90 Cal 353 8300 NOW1 
Anyone wanted lor apt close to campus Only 
payetec Cheap" 1216)638-5162 
Apart for rent Furnished Move in now Al util- 
tlos paid Jeff 353-7238 or 353 4610 
Available Now* 
apt   lor rent, 1 Odrm , unfurnished. 2 bdrm fur- 
nished Call after 2 pm 354-3533 
Vifcage Green Apts. 
Campus Manor 
4 person balcony apts left for 69-90 
Call 352 9302 
Houses & Apartments • Close to Campus 
For Summer 1989 & 1989-90 school year 
1-867-3341 
Houses lor 89-90 school year. Steve Smith. 
352-8917 or stop by office at 532 Manviue lor 
sating 
House For Sale By Owner 
Half block from campus at 
6 University Lane in one of 
the prettiest areas of B.G. 
• Three  bedrooms • 2 full baths 
• Stone exterior      • New landscaping 
Call 352-1707 for appointment 
For any IP" On* 
If* Pino and get 
one can of POP HIE 
E»  U  SO" each 
medium Pizza and 2 Pops 
for any 13" One hew 
Plug and get 2 cons 
ofPOjPJEfJi 
E». h 75' each 
pQgjWkw 
Free Delivery 
352-5166 
Expires 5-31-89 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
*6 25 
Chicago Style entia 
OPEN <t om 
I pm Sunday during school 
U COUPON  
Not valid with 
any other offer 
pgfcpefa, 
Free Delivery 
352-5166 
Expires 5-31-89 
I OPEN 4 pm 
I I Pm Sunday during school 
I COUPON  
Pop Value Consideration   15 
OPEN 4 PfTl 
1 PfTl Sunday during school 
I COUPON 
Not vohd with 
any other offer 
Need e place to live this summer? 
We have openings in the Peace House   The 
House is located across Irom campuslcorner ol 
Thurstm and Pike). Cal 352-7534 
Needed subksaser lor one bedroom apt lor 
summer Cal 353-3919 
NEW OPENING 
1 bdrm apt. unfum . close to downtown 
$225 mo piusulii 
Cal alter 6pm 354-1079 
Now leasing for summer and lal 
PIEDMONT APARTMENTS 
Privileges lo Cherrywood Health Spa 
Preferred Properties Co -353-9378 
One bedroom apts lor grad students Available 
lor fal. close to campus 287-3896 
Parly room for rent 
Prelerred Properties. Co 
352-9378 
Re 11, lew Mln(-Warehouse 
(at the corner ol Railroad Ave   and Lehman 
Ave) 5x7-9x15-9x30 
Preferred Properties 
352-9378 
Remodeled two bedroom apartment on 4th Si 
$350'mo pkjsutii Call 352-7422 
Small Efficiency Avail Immediately 
S250 00 mo Utii Included Prefer grad Stu- 
dent 287-3896  
Small efficiency avail immediately $250'mo 
uM included Preler Grad student 287 3896 
Summer Lease Available 
Large, quiet 2 bdrm apt Call 353-4662 before 
11, after 4. 
Thurstm Manor 
1 or 2 person effic for 89-90 
Call 352-9302 
Want lo stay close? 
605 Second St apts 
S295-mo   lor 1 bdrm 
Call 352-9302 
Wanied to Ml apl or house 
One male or female  Close to campus, furni- 
shed 353 0325 or 352 7385 
Wei maintained 2 bdrm apts close lo campus 
leases avail starting May or Aug 1989 Phone 
419-287-4685 850 Scott Hamilton Excep- 
tionally nice, modem, furn. laundry facilities. 
AC, water & sewer mckj 12 mo/lease 
$595 00 per month. 9 mo lease $69S/mo 
234 S Coiege-stove S relng lower apl $305 
per month 
Would you like to live wfth students who are 
concerned about social Issues? We have 
openings In the Peace House. Ihe house Is 
located across from campus. Corner of 
Thuratln and Pike. Call 352-7534 
\ 
Heart 
Healthy 
Recipe 
CHICKEN AND BROCCOLI 
WITH MUSHROOM SAUCE 
1 10-ounce package frozen broccoli 
3 tablespoons margarine 
3 tablespoons flour 
1 cup chicken broth 
1 4-ounce can mushroom slices, 
with liquid 
1 pound cooked chicken, sliced (or 
2 cups cooked chicken or turkey) 
2 tablespoons chopped parsley 
2 tablespoons bread crumbs 
Cook broccoli according lo pack- 
age directions. 
Mix margarine and flour together 
in saucepan. Cook briefly over me- 
dium heal. Blend in chicken broth, 
stirring constantly until thickened 
and smooth. Stir in mushrooms and 
their liquid. Season to taste 
Place broccoli pieces in a shallow 
baking pan. Cover with sliced 
chicken and pour mushroom sauce 
over all. Top with parsley and bread 
crumbs Bake at 375°F, uncovered. 
15-25 minutes, or until bubbly and 
brown on top. 
CAMPUS MANOR 
APARTMENTS 
NEXT TO CAMPUS ft STORES 
CLOSE TO TOWN 
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APTS. 
AIR CONDITIONED 
LAUNDRY • SPECIAL SUMMER RATES 
Call to hear about 
our other locations. 
R.E. MANAGEMENT 
352-9302 
Friday 
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Senior Center 'an extended family* 
by Elizabeth Masturio  
Senior citizens and the staff at the Wood 
County Senior Citizens Center have an 
unusual family bond. Both employees and 
customers give and receive. 
The center revolves around need. Senior 
citizens have diverse needs, said Jean 
Smith, an administrator at the center. 
Some members cannot afford to pay the 
donation and don't have to — because 
they have a need. Other people can pay the 
donation, but live alone — there, too, is a 
need. 
"We like to feel it's like an extended 
family," Smith said of the center. 
Immediately after learning that one of 
their favorite staff members had trouble 
with her family, the seniors took up a col- 
lection to buy an airline ticket for her re- 
turn to her native country, Jamaica. All 
this was accomplished during the woman's 
lunch break. 
The center is run by a combination of 
staff, seniors, and volunteers. A variety of 
activities such as aerobics, ceramics, oil- 
painting, ballroom dancing and health 
Matthew Mohr, a Junior design major, helps Helen Stelger with 
her steps during dance class at the Wood County Senior Cltl- 
Frldey/Paul Vcrnon 
zens Center. Stelger said she has been coming to the center 
since the dance class started three months ago. 
programs are offered on a regular basis. 
Often, special guests visit to entertain the 
seniors or give special classes. The instruc- 
tors of these specialty classes are Universi- 
ty students, professors and members 
themselves. 
Elmer Girten of Bowling Green present- 
ed a "crash course" in calligraphy to inter- 
ested seniors. Girten also teaches a five- 
week course in calligraphy at the Universi- 
ty- 
University student Stacee Thuma, senior 
elementary education major, is going to 
sing Christian songs at the center for a 
Bowling Green birthday celebration. 
"It makes me feel good (to sing to the 
seniors), you get to talk to the people and 
they tell you stories — I like to listen to 
their stories," Thuma said. 
One of the major features that the Wood 
County Senior Center offers is its luncheon 
meals. Everything, including meals, is free 
to people 60 years old and above. Dona- 
tions are requested, but not necessary for 
the meals. 
The center serves an average of 300 
meals daily with 60 in the Bowling Green 
area. Volunteers generate 140 meals to 
shut-ins around Wood County. Sometimes 
people live too far away to have hot meals 
delivered. In this case, frozen dinners are 
brought. 
Often, people are incapable of safely 
operating an oven. Norma Christen, social 
services director, is in charge of the meal 
program. "If it gels scary and they can't 
cook and they can't tum on the oven 
safely, then something has to be done, like 
a neighbor bringing in food." Christen 
said. 
Whether it is providing a social outlet for 
people in nursing homes or distributing 
meals, the Senior Center is there for senior 
citizens. 
"This is a very important place to me 
and 1 hope to the people we serve," Smith 
said. "I'm sure it is." 
R.E.M. cover artist show in Toledo 
by Frank Esposito  
Combining a 72-year-old eccentric artist with two of the 
most progressive rock bands in the business sounds like a 
great idea for a wretched sitcom starring Bert Convy and 
Abe Vigoda. But for Howard Finster, it's a bizarre reality. 
The rock bands in question are R.E.M. and the Talking 
Heads. Finster painted the covers of R.E.M.'s Reckoning 
album (with help from R.E.M. singer Michael Stipe) and 
Talking Heads' Little CreaturesLP. 
Finster's art will be on display at the Toledo Museum of 
Art's School Gallery through Feb. 5 in a show entitled TTie 
Modem Visionary: The Art of Howard Finster. The exhi- 
bit has been featured on MTV and is being sponsored by 
the art department of the University of Toledo and the 
Museum's curatorial and education departments. 
Finster was originally a preacher who held a number of 
odd jobs. In 1970, he had a vision that told him to build a 
small building in his backyard that would come to be 
called the World Folk Art Church. In 1974, Finster had 
another vision. After sticking his finger in a can of paint, 
Finster saw a face appear at the end of his finger that told 
him to paint "for the glory of God." Finster has since 
created approximately 800 paintings and sculptures. 
He has written several books, including one that out- 
lines sex {Folk Image) and another that describes visits to 
other planets and his own personal philosophy (Howard 
Finster's Vision of1982). Finster has also gained national 
attention through articles about him in Rolling Stone and 
Spin magazines and has appeared on several talk shows 
(including "The Tonight Show"), in the music documenta- 
ry "Athens, Georgia: Inside'Out" and in the video for 
R.E.M.'s Radio Free Europe. 
Mike Pettengell, teaching fellow in popular culture, has 
done extensive research on Finster. He says that Finster's 
art "can be described as primitive or naive. He's had no 
formal training. When people see his work, they usually 
think, 'anybody can do that.' " 
The show "will provide the museum with an interesting 
change of pace." according to Richard Putney, chairman 
of the art department at the University of Toledo, who or- 
ganized the display. Putney also supports the exhibit be- 
cause of Finster's diverse style. 
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Campus Comments 
Who was the most unusual professor you've 
had and why? Friday/lit* Pargcon 
Doug Crew, sophomore finance major: 
"Loy Little. He gave us creative freedom 
and treated us as human beings more than 
any other professor. That in itself is unu- 
sual in a professor. I had him for Philoso- 
phy 101." 
Lisa Reffner, senior music education 
major: "DePue in music theory. The 
things he would use in class to teach us 
and he would make things up to help him 
remember our names. If he had someone 
named Marvin he would call him Messy 
Marvin. He also would ask that we ask a 
question we had if we looked confused." 
Joe Sgambellone, sophomore journal- 
ism major: "Dr. Dohertyin Psychology 
201. He seemed to actually care if we lear- 
ned and he seem to enjoy teaching. He was 
willing to take an extra step for the stu- 
dents. " 
Denise Doherty, junior business major: 
"Dr. Richard Weaver in IPCO102. He was 
very enthusiastic and energenic. He talked 
very quickly during his lectures. He was a 
very interesting lecturer and we weren 't 
bored in his class." 
New dry bar on campus 
by Shelley Benson 
UAO begs to differ with Michelob. 
As far as they're concerned, from now on "dry" is B'Dazzle! — the newest non- 
alcoholic bar on campus. 
In association with Mardi Gras, B'Dazzle! will have an informal unveiling tonight at 8 in 
the Union Falcon's Nest. The night's entertainment will consist of comedy by impressio- 
nist Tony Domenico and a mock dating game. 
The B'Dazzle! grand opening is Friday, Feb. 10 and will debut an innovative form of 
entertainment called The Music King. In addition to a regular disc jockey. The Music 
King includes a large video screen and light show. 
The main goal of B'Dazzle! is to provide students with alternative Friday night enter- 
tainment. According to project coordinator Joe Matessa, the club will offer students more 
than a regular cafeteria setting. "It has a very festive atmosphere and is better located for 
west-end and off-campus students." 
These foreseen advantages are results of a survey done to determine why Frank's 
Place, a short-lived alternative bar. failed last semester. Students were not happy with the 
location and disliked the "cafeteria" decor. UAO used these observations and incorpor- 
ated new ideas to develop B'Dazzle! 
Matessa is also confident that B'Dazzle! will not be in competition with the other "dry 
bars" on campus. The club will offer entertainment every Friday night, while the others 
focus primarily on Thursdays and Saturdays. 
Outsider sees America 
Slides show 'glimpse of life'in U.S. 
by Shelley Benson 
What is American Pictures? 
The campus and community can find out 
when this presentation, which has attrac- 
ted over 145,000 viewers nationwide, 
comes to the Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
Feb. 8. 
Those who attend American Pictures 
will see an outsider's glimpse of life in the 
United States through the eyes of Jacob 
Holdt of Denmark. Holdt came to America 
in 1971 with $40 and an Instamatic 
camera. He sold his blood for money and 
stayed in over 400 homes, including the 
Rockefellers'. After five years he put 
together a slide show highlighting his trav- 
els. 
Holdt's presentation has been shown at 
many college campuses throughout the 
U.S. and Canada, including Stanford and 
Yale. Dartmouth made it a mandatory 
viewing program for all incoming freshmen 
and Harvard has requested the show more 
than 10 times. Undergraduate Student 
Government, sponsor of the presentation, 
hopes that it will be just as successful here. 
The show is free of charge and begins at 7 
p.m. 
A follow-up discussion will be held 
Thursday, Feb. 9. According to Kevin 
Turner, deputy coordinator of minority af- 
fairs and human relations, the discussion is 
designed "to allow Holdt to give individual 
attention to any questions and concerns 
the students might have." 
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Prof 'shook up' about earthquakes 
by Christian Thompson  
I'm all shook up!! 
Don'I get upset. This isn't another Elvis 
reincarnation story. It is the feeling one 
gets after talking to the University's expert 
on earthquakes. 
Jay Parrish, assistant professor of ge- 
ology, said he moved to Bowling Green 
from California for personal reasons. 
"I left my job at a NASA jet propulsion 
lab because I wanted to teach," Parrish 
said. "I love seeing students get excited 
about something... opening doors and say- 
ing, 'Here's geology all around you.' " 
Parrish said he uses data from the Uni- 
versity's seismograph equipment in his in- 
troductory geology classes to introduce 
students to earthquakes. "There are only 
three seismograph stations in the state — 
one is at John Carroll University, one here 
and another at the University of Toledo," 
Parrish said. 
He said the magnitude of Ohio's earth- 
quakes is small compared to other regions 
of the world and that Ohio has only three 
major regions of activity —the areas 
around Anna, Cleveland and Toledo. 
"The rock beds are flat and relatively 
undisturbed, which means if there is an 
earthquake hundreds of miles away, the 
energy from it can travel here without 
much problem. 
"Penn State has loaned us equipment 
precisely because they said it would be 
great to have a station here " Parrish said. 
He said even though the Bowling Green 
fault, which extends from lower Michigan 
to Anna, Ohio, is not presently active, it is 
still a good source for student study. 
"It's of interest because the fault buck- 
led, which made highs and lows in the be- 
drock — that's where all the oil accu- 
mulated," Parrish said. "At the turn of the 
century when there was a big oil boom 
here, the oil was localized by the fault — 
the history of Bowling Green is tied to the 
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fault." 
Unlike Califomians, Parrish said people 
would not be prepared if a major earth- 
quake hit the area. 
"If you live in California and open up 
your phone book, it says to make sure you 
have a wrench and three days worth of 
water and medical supplies available all the 
time." Parrish said. "Around here. I don't 
"In California no one offers it unless you 
ask — it's very expensive. Here it's rare 
that anyone knowingly has it." 
Ohio never has earthquakes big enough 
to cause damage, he said. Normally people 
will go down and look at their foundations 
and say they are cracked "but foundations 
are always cracking — the reason they 
blame the earthquake is because it's the 
A nuclear blast in Nevada was recorded on the University seismograph. 
think people are attuned to that. If there 
was a major earthquake, I don't think 
many people would know what to do." 
Children in California schools leam that it 
is important to turn off the gas, not to 
stand in doorways and to stay inside tall 
buildings made of glass during earth- 
quakes, much like students here leam 
about tornado safety, he said. Earthquake 
insurance is rare locally, Parrish said. 
"I've talked to some insurance com- 
panies. Some offer it because it is so cheap 
with very little risk — others say they don't 
know what it's about, so why offer it." Par- 
rish said. 
first time they've looked. There's always a 
big problem for insurance companies after 
the quake." 
Parrish said experts expect "the big 
one." a major California earthquake within 
20 years that will cause thousands if not 
hundreds of thousands of deaths. 
"Probably in terms of major world disas- 
ters — the Civil War. one of the World 
Wars and the Los Angeles earthquake 
would fall into the top three." 
According to Forest Lawn Mortuaries of 
California, "the big one" will be no big 
deal — in the event of a major earthquake 
they will bury bodies for free. 
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War studied with Socratic method 
by James A. Tinker 
A course without lectures or tests may 
seem an unlikely prospect, but a University 
history professor makes it a daily reality. 
Patrick Alston doesn't want his students 
to memorize. Instead, his goal is a Socratic 
approach in which students question the 
reasons behind actions and focus on un- 
derstanding emotions. 
Alston, who teaches the history of World 
War II and War in the 20th Century, 
among other history courses, said students 
can more easily leam detailed information 
from a book than they can from a lecture. 
He leaves class time for group discussion 
of the material. 
Each week. Alston's students meet once 
in class and once with their assigned 
groups outside of class. 
This group approach gives students the 
opportunity to investigate the material as- 
signed and prepare themselves for a collec- 
tive presentation that is more educational 
than a lecture, said Karen Spahr. senior 
public relations major and a student of Al- 
ston. 
No tests are given. Alston said, because 
he thinks tests ingrain bad habits into stu- 
dents. Cramming, followed by a regurgita- 
tion of what they've studied, causes stu- 
dents to forget most of the material when 
preparing for the next test. 
"What I'm really after is that the student 
becomes aware of the way his own mind 
functions, the way his emotions pinpoint 
the way he thinks, with a critical ap- 
proach." Alston said. 
Rikk Kambo. junior political science 
major, said he has enjoyed Alston's War in 
the 20th Century' course and has learned 
more than in any other 300 level course he 
has taken. 
"It is a lot like warfare in that you chal- 
lenge each other with information," Ra- 
mbo said. 
Alston, who was drafted during the 
Korean War when he was a graduate stu- 
dent in international relations, said he 
finds war fascinating. 
"It amazes me that men will give up sex. 
alcohol and their bodies for war." 
War is an endeavor that demands the 
highest level of intelligence to win, yet is 
one of the most stupid things man can do, 
he said. 
Alston, on the other hand, is no dummy. 
He said he can speak Latin, Creek and 
French while also being fluent in Russian 
and Cerman. and is planning to add 
Japanese to that list soon. 
Languages grip Alston's interest, he 
said, because there are thoughts and emo- 
tions which can only truly be expressed in 
their native tongue. This is a reflection of 
his devotion to a liberal arts approach to 
teaching. 
Alston, who has been teaching for 30 
years, plans to retire in two years. He says 
he's finally becoming a good teacher, but 
added. "I have no illusions that I know 
what I'm doing... there are no final an- 
swers. My class is a liberal arts class, and 
Socrates is my father." 
Patrick Alston's style of teaching keeps students Interested. 
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Baldness is the lowest level ot Hell 
Marketsqaare 
Hero 
by Dennis Robaugh 
At one time it was very painful for me to 
talk about this. But I've come to grips with 
my loss and writing about it is almost a 
therapy for me. 
And many people think I need therapy. 
I'm losing my hair. 
It is a gradual loss. I don't exactly look 
like Telly Savalas. All the same, my bald- 
ness was rather disconcerting. 
It was first brought to my attention by 
my eighth-grade English teacher. In her 
sweet voice she said, "Did you notice you 
have a receding hairline?" 
That began my descent into the hell all 
hairless men experience at some point in 
their lives. 
After eighth grade, life was not so bad. 
No one remembered that my hairline was 
migrating. Even I almost forgot about it 
But the evil beast of baldness raised its 
shiny head and began devouring the hairs 
on my head in my senior year. 
And it was one hungry beast. 
Heavy schoolwork, no sleep, full-time 
job and too much drinking took a terrible 
toll on my body. There was just too much 
stress. My body reacted in a very unplea- 
sant way. 
It gave me the finger and said. "See if 
you can deal with this!" 
The hair on the back of my head began 
to disappear. Slowly at first, then more and 
more. Finally, I had a nice little landing 
pad on the back of my head for small heli- 
copters and alien spacecrafts. 
I had reached the critical stage of bald- 
ness. 
This is the stage where 1 became very 
sensitive about my lack of hair. 
Some people seemed to think I looked 
like a monk. Others thought "cue-ball 
head" was hilariously funny. Numerous 
subhumans asked me if I waxed the back 
of my head. 
I was not the happy hairless one, let me 
tell you. 
At this stage of baldness, the bald man 
always adopts the following saying as his 
basic philosophy. "God created only so 
many perfect heads: the rest he covered 
with hair." 
It may be weak but it is the only philo- 
sophical tonic that we have. 
Men eventually reach a point where they 
secretly search for the impossible cure for 
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baldness. Some people seem to think 
baldness is a disease like leprosy, but the 
mature bald man knows better. 
I experimented with many chemical sub- 
stances, even some for baldness. I ordered 
Bald-Away, which smelled like dog food. I 
sent away for Turf-Cro but it ate through 
the bottle in the mail and burned the 
mailman's leg. 
I bought Mr. Leary's Hair Restoring 
Tonic off the black market. It didn't seem 
to grow any hair on my head hut I did see 
purple trees sprout out of the ground and 
flying, plaid chevys driven by David Let- 
terman. 
I bought a case of it. 
None of the lotions, tonics or creams 
proved fruitful. I gradually began to accept 
the fact that I was losing my hair and there 
was nothing I could do about it. Actually, it 
isn't so bad. 
Eventually most men lose some of their 
hair. It is part of maturing. Men who do 
not lose some hair must be from the shal- 
low end of the gene pool. Either that or 
there is no brain activity to cause any sen- 
sations in the scalp. 
You may have noticed that most of the 
more brilliant professors on campus have 
hair loss to some degree. Most try to cam- 
ouflage this by growing beards. I tried this. 
It doesn't work but it does increase the net 
amount of hair on your entire head. I guess 
that is a plus. 
Probably the biggest plus is that girls 
think you are very mature. At least the in- 
telligent ones. And if they don't, piss on 
them. They aren't worth it. 
So fellow baldies, regale in your bald- 
ness. Ply high like the mighty bald eagle. 
And remember, "God created only so 
many perfect heads..." 
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Dry beer all 'dried' up 
by Christian Thompson  
The national and local demand for new 
Michelob Dry beer is so great Anheuser- 
Busch may have to "add water" to make 
up for shortages. 
"People responded so favorably to this 
new product, they quite literally drank us 
dry." said Kent Brodbeck, president of 
Friday/Us* Pargeon 
Beer drinkers can't always spot Micha- 
lob's new and highly-coveted brew. 
BEERCO in Fostoria. "Anheuser-Busch 
hasn't been able to keep up with the de- 
mand for the beer partly because it takes 
longer to brew a dry beer." 
Mary McCue, spokeswoman for An- 
heuser-Busch, said the shortages are de- 
creasing and the company hopes to end 
the national shortages as soon as possible. 
"The shortage problem shouldn't con- 
tinue for much longer. Once it {Michelob 
Dry) went into national distribution, pro- 
duction increased. Right now the shor- 
tages are decreasing," McCue said. 
Brodbeck said the situation should ease 
up locally in approximately two weeks so 
they can resupply local establishments 
whose quantity has diminished due to po- 
pular demand. 
Vic Pirooz. owner of Soft Rock Cafe, 
said he understands BEERCO's supply 
shortages because of local demand and 
Anheuser-Busch's production problems. 
"We have ran out a couple of times — 
it's been selling real well." Pirooz said. "I 
think Its popularity is due to people's cur- 
iosity about dry beer, plus it tastes good." 
Brodbeck said people have been very 
patient in waiting for new supplies to ar- 
rive. 
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Kinison show tonight 
by Brenda Young 
Nearly five years ago Sam Kinison 
began the meteoric rise of a comedy 
career with what he calls "the six 
minutes that changed my life." 
Those six minutes were on the 1985 
HBO special. "Rodney Dangerfield 
presents the Young Comedians." 
Since then Kinison has been almost 
everywhere. 
Kinison has involved himself in 
movies and music as well as keeping 
up with the stand-up scene on more 
than 250 concert appearances a 
year. In October 1988 he released 
his second comedy album, "Have 
You Seen Me Lately," which along 
with such monologues on Jim Bak- 
ker, Jesus Christ and "parties with 
the dead" is the already well-known 
"Wild Thing" remake. Kinison 
described   the video version of the 
song as "everything I always wanted 
to be in high school." 
Controversy, which Kinison 
thrives on, has, according to sources 
at Warner Brothers Records, won 
Sam Kinison 
him fans from heavy metal rockers 
the likes of Poison. Whitesnake and 
Aerosmith to major comedy critics. 
He'll be looking for a few more fans 
tonight at John F. Savage Hall — 
and the razors will be sharp. 
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Men not as bad as media portrayal 
Male bashing fashionable topic 
Tongue in Cheek 
by Christopher J. Dawson  
"Men are jerks!" is a comment from fe- 
males heard frequently around campus. 
Actually, the comment doesn't include the 
word "jerk", hut another word that can't 
he printed in a family-style newspaper like 
this one. 
Television shows such as "Donahue," 
"Oprah Winfrey." "Geraldo." and "Sally 
Jesse Raphael" more often than not fea- 
ture men-bashing topics, and focus on 
problems caused by men. The only excep- 
tion to all of these shows is "Morton Dow- 
ney. Jr." who is definitely pro-male. But 
the question remains, why us? 
I mean. I may be a tad biased (being a 
male), but I don't think we're really that 
bad. Okay, we're not perfect. But then 
again, neither are all you females. So 
there. As I always like to say.'we may not 
be perfect, but there isn't much of an 
alternative, so you're stuck with us." 
But let us focus on the problem. Appar- 
endy, it is us men. I am trying to see what 
is wrong with us. but I really can't. C'mon. 
we're men. We are pretty simple to under- 
stand, and usually we're quite predictable. 
There are a few simple common points to 
remember, such as the fact that we have 
occasional memory lapses. This is evident 
when we promise to take the Love Interest 
out to dinner for her birthday, but forget 
and instead go to the bars with the guys. 
This brings on another point — that of 
the male bonding group. The Guys. Simply 
put. the human male is a social creature. 
He cannot stand to be alone, and so there- 
fore seeks out a group of buddies that he 
can relate to. The relationship that the 
male forms with his buddies is very intense, 
but yet extremely casual. For example, 
while tension reigns amongst a group of 
girls, guys are much more casual about 
things. We can and do insult each other 
without causing any offense. Things are 
mellow with us. Go walking through a girls' 
floor in a dormitory and you'll think you're 
in a war zone. I mean, the tension is so 
thick that you CAN'T cut it with a knife. 
Girls get offended so easily. Guys rarely get 
offended. A guys' floor is an excellent ex- 
ample of relaxed casualness. 
When girls become the guys' Love Inter- 
est, they sometimes have difficulty putting 
up with The Guys. What girls don't under- 
stand is how difficult it is for The Guys. To 
us, we see our buddy's life completely oc- 
cupied by an outsider. Usually, he's enjoy- 
ing it too. In a way. it's like a major loss. It 
hurts, sometimes. If there are problems be- 
tween the guy and the Love Interest, The 
Guys are the first to hear about it. and pro- 
vide support, usually with that time-worn 
quote "Women-you can't live with 'em. 
$utton£) 
Friday 
College I.D. Night 
(reduced admission with valid I.D.) 
Beach Blanket Contest 
win great cash& prizes! 
Saturday 
Hot Legs Contest 
win great prizes and cash. 
Open until 4 a.m. 
18 and over 
25481 Dixie Highway   874-2254 
you can't live with 'em!" (Fooled you. 
didn't I?). 
This brings us to another, probably se- 
xist, point: We Males Do Not Understand 
Women At All. Besides the obvious, physi- 
cal stuff that separates the sexes (and 
probably causes most of the appeal), we 
cannot fathom females and their motives 
for doing things. Why do they get emo- 
tional over things that we don't? Why don't 
they get emotional over things that we do? 
These are questions that are not only 
unanswerable, but have been plaguing 
mankind since the dawn of time. 
Females sometimes think that we males 
are so simple that we are very complex. 
We're not. A lot of the male-act is show. 
An example is that most females think that 
all males want a blond, blue-eyed, skinny 
girl with large breasts and long legs. Well, 
we do — as much as all women want the 
guy in the Soloflex commercials. Granted, 
a lot of males regard sex as a form of phy- 
sical gratification, but then so do some fe- 
males. No, not all males are out to pick up 
women just to get into their pants. Girls 
often complain about that. Of course, 
when you ask the complaining girl where 
they encountered these men, they almost 
always reply "in a bar." Call me crazy, but 
one of the effects of alcohol is the lowering 
of inhibitions combined with the rising of 
the libido. Chances are that quality mem- 
bers of the opposite sex won't be found in 
a bar. 
Attempting to focus all of these points 
and differences is impossible. Men and 
women will never understand each other. 
Women think that we're insensitive, but 
they never see the hurt they can cause to a 
guy. The woman who thinks a man's goal 
in life is to use, abuse, and throw on the 
dirtpile as many women as possible has 
never seen a man hurting because some- 
thing he has said or done has offended his 
Love Interest and he doesn't know what. 
When women say "men are (censoredl!" 
it's because they won't give us a chance. 
They have one or two bad experiences and 
they automatically clumps all men into the 
category of jerk. Give us a chance. We're 
not so bad. once you really get to know us. 
Remembering 
The Best 
Of WBGU-TV 
SUNDAY AFTERNOON.... 
1(H) Tim And Ghoul On Campus 
Knjoy comedians Tim Conway and 
Krnie Anderson at BGSU (1966). 
1:50 Tinker 
Visit a blacksmith in Roscoc Village 
(1975). 
2:(M) Dominick I.abino 
The Man and His Art 
Explore the art of glass with a local 
artisan (1980). 
WBGU 
TV27 
-i mm-TbanksTo \bu! 
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Inside All of Us 
Ampitheatre 
snow dissipates 
scene cut. spring 
falling. 
Clasp the 
green curtain 
revel in folds 
of the outdoor theatre. 
Feel old dead Bill. 
Scavenge ticket stubs, 
program leaves. 
Feet and knees grimed, 
rake paper round drift's decaying 
bodies. 
Anticipate autumn, 
collect the fallen. 
Chill concentrate in your ribs. 
Hug the spring dust. 
Kiss absent lights 
painted flats 
hardy weathered props. 
Wish for bodies to make it so. 
Brush rust from fingers. 
Clamp 
unused wrench shut. 
The show is struck; 
walk away, 
copyright. 1989 
by Ed Carmien  
Pan Am 103 
259 dead 
Why? 
For love of one. hate of another 
These lives someone did smother 
Mothers, fathers, friends and lovers 
Died 
Christmas time, family gathered 
Remembering loved ones, lost and 
scattered 
Mother, fathers, friends and lovers 
Cried 
Who's to blame, everyone pointing fingers 
When the song is the truth, there are 
no singers 
Mothers, father, friends and lovers 
Lied 
Man's inalienable desire to destroy 
Is responsible for this ploy 
When word of guilt rings sweet in our ear 
Retaliation must be severe 
For we must not let this 
Slide 
copyright, 1989 
by John Fogcl  
Peace 
My eyes beheld on dawn's arrival 
Death, destruction and wicked contrival 
Words and wisdom then cannot save 
Is it killing and burning that we crave 
True, an early grave 
To these men we submit 
Whose minds seem unfit 
Blinded by greed 
When elected to lead 
How much longer must we bleed 
Heed now, this call 
To stop this country's tragic fall 
Now, before it's too late 
Or it is with death we all have the same 
date 
A sad fate 
copyright, 1989 
by John Fogcl  
Robert W.T'Souvas And let Robert go 
He met a carnival worker 
Kathleen T'Souvas 
Over and over She took his last name 
He didn't talk More a drinking buddy 
About it much Than a wife 
The body counts 
Things like that They lived in a van 
Sold blood 
He never finished Worked some 
High School In a food kitchen 
At nineteen For the homeless 
Army Spec 4 
Drinking that day 
In My Lai village Shooting cans 
Two Vietnamese kids Rats under a bridge 
In the road 
Their intestines Kathleen 
Hanging out Shot my Robert 
Who wouldn't In the head 
Have shot them Over a bottle 
Of vodka 
Premeditated copyright 1989 
The Army called it 
They got Cal ley by John Bradley 
Single, Unfurled Petal 
It wasn't until her funeral that I found 
out my Dad's mother wrote poetry. 
Not like mine, of course. I guess she 
used a Norwegian/English blend. 
It's not as if I would have wanted her 
to show me one of her poems, 
but I wonder now, as I look at a bud 
on the mum plant I got from beside 
her casket 
how she would have seen it. 
Would she have felt that the single, 
unfurled petal is testing the climate of life 
for the others? A young virgin ready. Or 
would she have reached out to pluck 
the petal 
off, admonishing it for being so 
foolishly alone? 
copyright, 1989 
by Lori Lindeman-McMillan 
Full Moon Notes 
for John Coltrane 
Listen 
to the moon 
light 
On the kitchen 
chair 
leg. 
Hunger 
is 
what hunger. 
Growls. 
The sax 
within 
ADNA 
cafe 
squeals 
Bringing 
in 
the sheaves. 
Seed 
volcanic 
clouds 
With 
gorilla 
sperm 
And 
it rains 
tropical 
Fish. 
Magenta socks 
bum 
Cilia 
heartbeat 
cilia 
Tip 
of the 
tongue. 
copyright, 1989 
by John Bradley 
poem 
notice in the brief flight Alone in the 
notice in the brief flight 
of pigeons 
how we are meant old granary 
west window tomorrow 
His hammer and wood-saw 
of pigeons to live His scythe between the com sheller and 
how exceptionally close to flap mad wings Between slats of sun-spatter 
we are to dying lift lift a few feet from his handplow rusted out of motion the grain scales wait 
notice it the ground the sleigh overhead When he went into the house 
in the maroon babooshka of & land with the among shadows and spiderwebs for the night 
the woman who feeds them grace of punches copyright, 1989 
crumbs of seedless sour rye or bombs Four decades since Crandpa 
& notice it in children 
copyright. 1989 stood here by Carole Beard drunks lovers park attendants promised to replace that cracked 
who notice nothing by Mark Andrew Nowak 
i            '% 
^^^__ ■ _^_^ ^^^~~  ^-^—— 
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DAYTIME MORNING       USA   OH BOWLING GREEN/UNIVERSITY NEWS   FEBRUARY 3, 1989 • FEBRUARY 9, 1989   THURS FXP2 
5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00         9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 
o USA Today Business This Morning This Morning Sally Jessy Raphael Family Feud H Square Price 
o Sign-Oft Cont'd Fitness Doctor. Doctor q Mr  Dressup Sesame St 
CD Nightwatcn Business CBS News Toledo 11 This Morning Peo Court Fam Med Family Feud Card Sharks Price 
CD Sign-Ofl       |Ag-Day News NBC News Today Donahue Sale Cl Cone Fortune 
m Sign-Oft Cont'd J Swaggart Jake Good Morning America Q Live - Regis & Kathie Lee Sally Jessy Raphael Home 
m Sign-Oft Cont'd Business Homestretch Sesame Street q Instructional Programming 
CD Sign-Oft Cont d Business Kangaroo Sesame Street rj lns''uctional Programming 
69 Sign-Off Cool d Jetsons Woody COPS Little Pony Be  itched Relal Love Con. Sweethearts Jeanme 
60 
ESPN 
TMC 
Sign-Ofl Varied News Porky Pig Double Dare G.I Joe Flintstones Smurls Little House on the Prairie B Hillbillies Morn Brk 700 Club 
Varied Getting Fit Aerooics Nation's Business Today SportsCtr College Basketball Getting Fit 
Movie Varied Progra ms Movie I Movie 
DAYTIME AFTERNOON 
11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:011 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00        4:30 5:00 5:30 
O 
O 
CD 
Price 
Sesame St 
News Young and the Resliess Bold/Bea As the World Turns Guiding Light Geraldo Donahue 
Midday Varied Programs Talkabout Parenting       Sun Country Varied Programs Video Hits News 
Price News Young and the Restless Bold/Bea As the World Turns Guiding Light Oprah Wmlrey :; Family Ties Cosby Show 
USA Today CD Win. Lose News Scrabble Days ot Our Lives Another World Santa Barbara Facts ol Lile M'A-S'H News 
m Home Gro Pains Loving All My Children One Life to Live General Hospital Win Lose Potatoes Geraldo 
69 Instructional Varied Instructional Programming Varied Sq 1 TV Sesame Street:; Mr Rogers Varied 
60 Instructional Instructional 1 'rogramming Instructional Programming Sesame Street I; Mr Rogers Sq  1 TV 
69 Workout TBA Dating Newlywed Gong Show H Square Jem Flintstones     Chipmunks rog' Bear Gh busters DuckTales Double Dare 
60 ""CO1 Club 1 Love Lucy Andy Griffith CHiPs Happenm Gilligan Chipmunks   'Teens DuckTales Fun House Ditf  Strokes Webste' 
ESPN Basic Tr Aerobics Bodyshapi Varied Programs Legends Of Wrestling Skiing 
TMC Movie < Movie Movie 
M  . . 
WE'VE GOT 
THE BEST 
COMIC 
BOOKS 
IN 
TOWN! 
Young's Newstand 
Your Comic Book Headquarters 
Join Our Comic Club Today! 
178 S. Main 
Bowling Green 
353-2176 
-«        Wf.^ 
V* 
btiomcj 
ore 
tnt 
UUQUC 
353-uuaue 
135 h c. courr 
B.C. Elks 
Daily Lunch Specials 
Our dining room is open to the 
public daily Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
Banquet catering available (or 
Office Parties, Reunions, Awards Banquets, 
etc. 
Call 352-2149 
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FRIDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 3,1989 
(i:()l) 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News USA Today Beauty and the Beast Dallas Falcon Crest News Taxi Jeflersons Benson 
o News Cont d Ontario Chance Street Legal Tommy Hunter Journal News Plot 1 Rockin 
o News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy1 Beauty and the Beast Dallas Falcon Crest News Magnum. P.I. 
ID News NBC News Ent Tonight Cheers Mam Event Miami Vice UNSUB News Tonight Show Letter man 
a) News ABC News Affair Family Feud Strangers Full House Belvedere Ten ol Us 20/20 News Nightline Arsenio Hall 
m Rod & Reel Business MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour Wash Week Wall St Doctor Who European Viewpoint EastEnders Ideas 
0D MacNeii/Lehrer Newshout Firing Line McLaughlin Wash Week Wall St Movie   Fat City Served' Business S-gn-Ofl 
m Charles A Break WKRP H.'s Heroes Rocklord Files Movie    Psycho III" 8 Miller Morton Downey Jr Benny Hill 
0D Spoons Fads ol Lire Family Ties 3 s Co Movie:   Airplane II: The Sequel NHl Hockey Detroit Red Wings at Edmonton Oilers Fall Guy 
ESPN Running SportsLook SportsCtr Spai nweM Truck and Tractor Pull Trapshooting Champ Spirit ol Adventure Muscle Mag SportsCtr AWA Wrestling 
^MC The Man From Snowy Riv •r  Contd Cheech & Chong s the Corsican Bros Movie ' Bulletproof Movie:   Eddit Murphy Raw 
SATURDAY AFTERNOON                  FEBRUARY 4,1989 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 .}::{() 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
o It s Ernest1 Teen Woll Movie    Frankenstein Created Woman College Basketball Syracuse at Pittsburgh PGA Golf Nissan Los Angeles Open 
o Best Sellers Ontario What s New   Wondetsk Sea Hunt Driver s Seat Par 27 Fishn Sportsweekend 
ID Its Ernest1 Boater In-Fisherman Newsmakers Showcase College Basketball Regional Coverage Women s Basketball: Eastern Michigan al Toledo 
© ALF Cont d Ed Gnmley Punky B Cosby Kids Young Univ. MS OJI7 Eat-Be Thm Cheers Track and Field College Basketball North Carolina State at DePaul 
m Bugs & Tweety CiackUps WWF Superstars Twin Star Synchronal PBA Bowling Budweiser Classic Wide Work). Skiing 
a* Cooking Madeleine Business Garden Gourmet Old House Workshop Collectibles Quilting Hometime Flyers Search Creatures Great & Small 
0D Flower Shop Yan Cooks Motorweek Ri : 8 Ree Old House V Garden Workshop Hometime Gourmet Lap Quilting Alexander Tony Brown European SO. Jrnl 
m China Billy Packer Program Success College Basketball: Michigan Slate at Michigan Buck Rogers Happenin TandT Scratch It's a Living 
ED Shalt Munsters War ol the Worlds Movie "Invasion of the Body Snatchers Movie    Taps Ropes Happy Days 
ESPN Sports Gameday Davis Cup Tennis: US vs. Paraguay mating US Pro Pairs Winterworld Skiing Racing 1988 
TMC Movie    "batteries not included                                    | Movie:   Rustlers Rhapsody                   | Short Film Movie.   Foul Play Movie:   Dragnet 
SATURDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News PM Weekend Dolphin Cove Smothers Brothers West 57th News Movie:   The Pope of Greenwich Village 
o Sat Report House Calls Boater Don Cherry NHL Hockey Chicago Blacl hawks at Toronto Maple Leafs News Spit Image I. Claudius 
ID News CBS News Fortune Cash Exp College Basketball: Eastern Michigan at Toledo Wesl 57th News Movie: "Prince ol Ihe City 
S) News NBC News War ol the Worlds 227 Amen Golden Girls Empty Nest Hunter News Saturday Night Live 
w Fishing ABC Ne*s Star Search Mission: Impossible Man Called Hawk Murphy's Law DC Follies WWA Bruiser Bedlam Twin Star 
w DeGrassi Station Lawrence Welk Show Wonderworks Great Performances: Melba Pacific O Labmo Austin City Limits 
SD Nova Lawrence Welk Show Wonderworks Austin City Limits Movie:   Souls at Sea Painters Sign-Ofl 
m Mama The Sheriff Star Trek Reporters Beyond Tomorrow Star Trek Next Gener Nightmare on Elm St Fri the 13th Series 
ED Star Trek Next Gener War ol the Worlds Reporters Beyond Tomorrow Star Search WA'S'H Movie: "The Buddy Holly Story 
ESPN Starshot SportsCtr College Basketball: Temple al Rhode Island College Basketball: Louisville at Memphis Slate SportsCtr College Basketball 
TMC Movie: "Dragnet  Cont d Movie    Firewalker" Movie    Eddie Murphy Raw Movie:   The Video Dead 
Bring your hair back to life' 
With the Essential Therapy- 
system by Matrix   Advanced care 
lor dry, thirsty hair    Essential 
Therapy Shampoo cleanses, 
moisturizes and nourishes 
Essential Therapy Leave-In Body 
Base' Conditioner builds body as 
it moisturizes, protects and primes 
hair lor styling in one easy step 
Give your hair the nourishment il 
needs   Slop in lodayl        
DOUG'S WASH & DRY 
Where Doing Your 
Laundry is a Pleasure 
• Clean, Modern Atmosphere 
• Well Maintained Machines 
open 
7 a.m. • 11 p.m. • 7 days a week 
1045 N. Main Across from Foodtown 
Falcon House 
Sporting Goods 
"Your Athletic Shoe And Sports Headquarters in B.G.' 
Valentines' Day Special 
Lycra running tights 20% off 
Reebok basketball shoes 
Save Now 
123 S. Main St. Downtown B.G     352-3610 
Across from Huntington Bank 
Daily 10-9 Sat.  10-9:00 Sun 12-5 
m I «*, B 
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON              FEBRUARY 5,1989 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O Neighbor Skier College Basketball. Georgetown at Villanova NBA Basketball Chicago Bulls at Detroit Pistons PGA Goll Los Angeles Open 
o Gardener Best Years Meeting Place Canada Hymn Sing Showcase1 Elephant Blizzard 1 
CD G Williams Jay Eck College Basketball: Georgetown at Villanova NBA Basketball Chicago Bulls ai Delroit Pistons PGA Golf: Los Angeles Open 
CD Shut-ins Mass Health Fishing Eat-Be Thin SportsWorld Boxing and Softball College Basketball Duke at Notre Dame 
03 Work) Tom David Bnnkley CJose-Up Bus World Weight Twin Star Eat-Be Thin Basketball HM College Basketball Illinois at Iowa 
m Tony Brown Market Adam Smith Wall St Tim and Ghoul on Campus D Labmo Editors Bodywatch Bookmark One on One McLaughlin Firing Line Sci Jrnl 
ED DeGrassi Rock school Computer Adam Smith Wash Week WaU St. Great Performances: Meiba Pac i c Preparing for Power Ethics in America 
m Blade TBA Movie: "Dragonslayer Movie   Bon Voyage Charlie Brown Munsters Charles Out ot Work) My Secret Superboy 
m WWF Wreslling Challenge Star Trek Next Gener Movie "Cagney & Lacey Movie:   The Horse Soldiers Rich 8 Famous 
ESPN Reporter Gameday Davis Cup Tennis: U.S. vs Paraguay Track and Field Mobil One Invitational Skiing Ski World 
IMC Movie:  'Honky Tonk Freeway" Contd Movie: "Rosary Murders                                            j Movie:   Back Roads Movie:   Top Secret1 
SUNDAY FVF.NING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00       10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00   !   12:30 
o News CBS News 60 Minutes Murder. She Wrote Lonesome Dove News Siskel USA Today 
o Land ol Hope Raccoons Bcombers 9B Struggle tor Democracy | Venture News Sports Zone j One Deadly Owner 
CD News CBS News 60 Minutes Murder. She Wrote Lonesome Dove News Movie    Prince ol the City 
CD News NBC News Magical World ol Disney Family Ties Day by Day Movie: "Full Exposure: The Sex Tapes Scandal News Entertainment This Week Heroes 
m Rich & Famous Incredible Sunday Studio 5B Movie:   Ruthless People Siskel Grow Rich The Ooctor Is In 
m Lawrence Welk Show Long Ago Ramona Nature Masterpiece Theatre Danger UXB Gordon Parks Sign-Oft 
ED Bookmark Bodywatch The Horse in Sport Nature Masterpiece Theatre Sea ol Faith Frontline Sign-Off 
ED Star Trek Next Gener 21 Jump Street Wanted Married G Shandlmg Ullman Duet Too Close MeMmger Sign-Oft 
ED Star Trek 21 Jump Street Wanted Married G Shandlmg Ullman Duet Scratch M'A'S'H Kenneth Copeland WorkJvision 
ESPN 
TMC 
Skiing 
Movie: "Assassination 
SportsCtr 
Movie   Erne 
Racing 
51 Gees to Ca 
College Baseball Teams to 
Tip" 
be announced 
Movie    Rosary Murders 
Sport sCenter 
Movie:   Five Corners 
Billiard 9-Ball Champ 
MONDAY EVENING                    FEBRUARY 6,1989 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News USA Today Newhart Rate & Allie Lonesome Dove News Taxi Jeflersons Benson 
o News Cont'd Monitor Danger Bay Allo Allo DeGrassi Bless Me Bless Me. Father Journal News Movie   Rollercoaster 
CD News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy* Newhart Kale S Alhe Lonesome Dove News Magnum. P.I 
CD News NBC News Ent. Tonight Cheers Cosby Show ALF Golden Girls Empty Nest Cheers Night Court News Tonight Show Letterman 
m News ABC News Affair Family Feud MacGyver ABC Mystery Movie News N ghti ne Arsenio Hall 
® All Purposes Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wart Peace Secret Intelligence Power Game OH Busin EastEnders Ideas 
69 MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wonderful World ol Disney War & Peace Secret Intelligence Power Game Served Business Sign-Off 
© Charles A B-ea» WKRP hVl Heroes Rocklord Files Movie:   Nothing in Common" B Miller Morton Downey Jr Benny Hill 
69 Spoons Facts ol Lite Family Ties 3 s Co Movie: "Poltergeist II: The 1 Jther Side News H mooner Jeffersons Sanlord Fall Guy 
ESPN Sportraits SporlsLook SportsCtr College Basketball: Syracuse at Seton Hall College Basketball Purdue at Ohio Stale SportsCtr College Basketball 
TMC Short Film Movie     Radi I Days Movie. "The Mean Season | Movie' 'The Color ol Mone > Movie:   Christine 
\<Me J$iMngemenf\ 
I       ^Jvair,   ^kin,   and   I In it  -tiMiynn 
20% Off 
perms, highlighting, 
manicures, make-up demos, 
and haircuts 
NATALIE 
OftEDKEN. 
Matrix 
Sebastian 
Paul Mitchell 
M€*US This coupon to be used with Natalie 
expires 2/17/89 
352-4101-181 S. Main Downtown B.G. 352-4143 
^ 1&    \ 
Open Mon. - Sat. located in 
10-10 the 
Sun. 11-6 Woodland Mali 
Chocolate Covered 
Raisins 
$1.99 /lb. 
Honey Roasted 
Peanuts 
$1.99 /lb. 
Hot Chocolate 
Mix 
$.99/lb. 
Gummi Bears 
$1.99/lb. 
Feb. 3 thru Feb. 9 
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TUESDAY EVENING                FEBRUARY 7,1989 
6:00        6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News USA Today Tour of Duty Lonesome Dove News Taxi Jeflersons Benson 
o News Cont'd Babar Talkabout Don Cherry NHL All-Star Game: From Edmonton. Alia Journal News 
0 News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy1 Tour ol Duty Lonesome Dove News Magnum. P.I. 
IS News NBC News Ent. Tonight Cheers Mallock In the Heat of the Night Midnight Caller News Best of Carson Letterman 
m News ABC News Attair Family Feud Boss' Roseanne Moonlighting thirtysomethmg News Nightlme Arsenio Hall 
m Oceanus Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Nova Frontline Ethics in America Univ. Forum EastEnders Ideas 
m MacNeil/lehrer Newshour Wonderful World of Disney Nova Frontline Ethics in America Served' Business Sign-Off 
€9 Charles A Break WKHP H s Heroes Rockford Files Movie: "True Grit" Morton Downey Jr Benny Hill 
GD Spoons Facts of Lite Family Ties 3'sCo. Movie: "Psycho III" News State Jeffersons Sanford Fall Guy 
ESPN PGA Tour SportsLook SportsCtr Tractor Pull Drag Boating: Fall Nat 1 Top Rank Bo«mg: Stanley Longstreet vs. Darryl Tyson Lighter Side SportsCtr Motorcycles Ski World 
TMC Short Film Movie:   Nutcracker Movie    'batteries not included Movie:   Fnght Night Movie: "Bulletproof" 
WEDNESDAY EVENING               FEBRUARY 8,1989 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News USA Today Paradise Lonesome Dove News Taxi Jeffersons Benson 
o News Cont d Front Page Best Years Nature ol Things New Avengers Journal News Movie: "Erie" 
CD News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy1 Paradise Lonesome Dove News Magnum. P.I. 
19 News NBC News Ent. Tonight Cheers Unsolved Mysteries Two Dads Nightingales News Tonight Show Letterman 
m News ABC News Affair Family Feud Gro Pains Head Clss Wondei Hooperman China Beach News Nightlme Arsenio Hall 
GD 
All Purposes Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Discover Science American Playhouse Happiness Art Beat EastEnders Ideas 
MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wonderful World of Disney Discover Science American Playhouse Great Lakes Served' Business Sign-Off 
S3 Charles A Break WKRP H s He-oes College Basketball Wisconsin at Minnesota Rockford Files B Miller Morton Downey Jr Benny Hill 
0D Spoons facts ol Life Family Ties NBA Basketball Milwaukee Bucks at Detroit Pistons News Hmooner Jeffersons Santorfl Fall Guy 
ESPN NBA Today SportsLook College Basketball Georgetown at Connecticut College Basketball: Virginia at Duke Sports SportsCtr NBA Today PGA Tour 
TMC Movie   Macaroni' Movie   "Hot Pursuit Movie:   Dragnet Death Wish IV 
THURSDAY EVENING                FEBRUARY 9,1989 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
0  News CBS News USA Today 46 Hours Presidential Address Knots Landing News Taxi Jeffersons 
o News Cont'd On the Road Pictures Movie:   Nobody Waved Goodbye Journal News Movie:   High Commissioner" 
CD News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy1 48 Hours Presidential Address Knots Landing News Magnum. P.I. 
C9 News NBC News Ent Tonight Cheers Cosby Show Dif World Presidential Address L A   Law News Tonight Show 
m News ABC News Affair Family Feud Fine Romance Dynasty HeartBeat News Nightlme Arsenio Hall 
m Oceanus Business MacNeil/Lehr    Newshour Wild Am. Animals Mysteryi America By Design Time Out EastEnders Ideas 
0D MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wonderful World of Disney Ok) House Wild Am Mysteryi Smiley s People Served' Business Sign-Off 
S3 Charles A Break College Basketball: Ohio State at Illinois WKRP H.'s Heroes Rocklord Files B Miller Morton Downey Jr. Success 
SD Spoons Facts of Life Family Ties 3 s Co Movie: "Firestarter" News Hmooner Jeffersons Sanford Tall Guy 
ESPN Motorweek SportsLook College Basketball Missouri at Oklahoma College Basketball UNC at NCSt SportsCtr College Basketball: BVU at San Diego 
TMC Movie   Back Roads Movie: "Braddock: Missing n Action III Movie:   Firewalker Eddie Murphy Raw" 
Consider the Easts 
If you use two aluminum 
cans per day, but don't 
recycle, you waste more 
energy than each of a 
billion human beings in 
poorer lands use daily. 
DON'T THROW YOUR MONEY AWAY 
more      jv^l 
information»,    , M 
?7&&t 
Miss Mom's Cooking? 
LOCKING FOR A GttOD MEAL? 
GETTING TIRED OF BIG MACS? 
WE SPECIALIZE IN HOME COOKING! 
HOMEBAKED PIES 
HOMEMADE SOUPS 
OPEN 6om to 8 pm MON. - FRI. 
4
 HERMIT'S 
RESTAURANT 
307 S. Main St. 354-1388 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
(Right around the corner from Video 
Spectrum) 
tt
 •^rlimirrluiUBP 
Daisies 
$2.25 a bunch 
Cosh & Carry 
428 E. Wooster       353-1045 
